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LOGISTICS MANAGEMENT::AIR & SEA 

Unit-1: Air logistics: History-regulatory bodies-navigation system-air transport operations-

civil aviation-safety and security-industry regulations. 

 

Logistics management is a supply chain management component that is used to meet 

customer demands through the planning, control and implementation of the effective 

movement and storage of related information, goods and services from origin to destination. 

Logistics management helps companies reduce expenses and enhance customer service. 

The logistics management process begins with raw material accumulation to the final stage of 

delivering goods to the destination. 

By adhering to customer needs and industry standards, logistics management facilitates 

process strategy, planning and implementation. 

 

Introduction to Air cargo logistics 

Air Cargo Logistics play a vital role in the economic development of a nation. Airlines, Air 

Cargo terminal operators, Ground Handling service providers, Integrated Express Service 

Providers, Forwarders, Domestic Cargo Transport service providers and Custom House 

Agents are the key players in the entire Air Cargo supply chain. Thus the Air Cargo industry 

presents a wide variety of service providers coming together to move goods both 

domestically and internationally with a single minded purpose of faster and efficient delivery. 

These business entities in Air Cargo logistics industry in turn interact with a number of cross-

border regulatory agencies the principal among them is the Customs establishment. Speedier 

services in the Air Cargo supply chain facilitate large number of business entities to become 

more competitive. Globally, more than one – third of the value of goods traded 

internationally is transported by air and therefore Air Cargo industry is considered as a 

barometer of Global Economic Health. From the point of view of Airline industry, Air Cargo 

Services contribute near about 20% of their revenue. India’s international Air Trade to GDP 

ratio has doubled from 4% to 8% in the last twenty years. 

ROLE OF AIR CARGO IN INDIAN ECONOMY 

India’s Economic Performance 

The rate, pattern and structure of the growth of Indian economy have significant implications 

for the Air Cargo logistics Business in India as these are highly interconnected. In this 

section, it is proposed to review these aspects with evidence. 

 

India’s Gross Domestic Product at constant prices has almost quadrupled in the last two 

decades. From a slower average annual growth rate of 5.6% in the 1990s to a moderately 

faster average annual growth rate of 7.7% in the first decade of 2000, the growth journey has 

excited many investors both in India and abroad. The latter part of 2000s particularly in the 

period 2008-09 to 2010-11 recorded an average annual growth of 8.3% 

 

The current slowdown in 2011-12 is expected to be temporary as the fundamentals of Indian 

economy are evaluated to be strong with high investment rate of 36% and growing domestic 
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demand. IMF Economic Outlook September 201112 forecasts the Indian GDP to be growing 

at 7.5% in 2012 and at 8.1% subsequently till 2016. 

 

 

 

 
 

Air Cargo growth rates in general are seen to be highly susceptible to the fluctuations in the 

GDP growth rates of India more so in the international Cargo segment. In fact the slowdown 

in cargo seems to be preceding the slowdown of the economic growth in many cases. That is 

why air cargo sector is known to be the barometer of the economic health of a country. Graph 

2: depicting the relationship between GDP growth and Air Cargo growth rates highlights the 

phenomenon of fluctuations in the growth rates of Air Cargo at much higher amplitude than 

that are seen in the fluctuations of growth rates in GDP. 

 
HISTORY OF AIR CORGO 
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1. Even before the aircraft, mail was moved by balloons, dirigibles and carrier pigeons. 

The first cargo moved by aircraft occurred on 7 November 1910 when a few bolts of 

silk were transported by air from Dayton to Columbus, Ohio.  

2. The following year in 1911 experimentation with the movement of post was stated, 

and by 1914 regular air service began in the United States. In Germany, the first 

official air mail flight occurred in 1912.  

3. However, it was not until 1925 before a comprehensive airmail service was available 

in the U.S. On October 7, 1925 the first five Contract Airmail (CAM) routes were 

issued by the U.S.  

4. Postal service to fly airmail between designated points. For example, CAM 1 flew the 

New York to Boston route and was managed by Juan Trippe, who would later start 

Pan American Airways.  

5. By 1931 85% of airline revenue was from domestic airmail contracts, with 14.8% 

from passenger service and only 0.2% from freight. If it had not been for the postal 

service CAM routes, the development of the U.S. commercial aviation section would 

be been hampered. 

6. World War II caused a rapid expansion of the aviation industry and for the first time, 

large scale movements of freight were carried out to support the war effort. For 

example, in support of the Nationalist Chinese over 650,000 tons of cargo was 

transported over The Hump between India and southern China between 1942 and 

1945.  

7. Later, in the 1948 and 1949 timeframe, the largest airlift in history occurred to support 

the blockaded city of Berlin. In the early 1970’s the door-to-door express package 

services came into being. Dalsey, Hillblom and Lynn started DHL in 1969, and Fred 

Smith started Federal Express in 1971.  

8. The leadership role of Fred Smith in building FedEx is a classic study of 

entrepreneurship. The era of the wide-bodied jets started in 1970 when the first 

Boeing 747 entered service.  

9. This was the first time in history that the aviation industry chose size over speed to 

increase performance.  

10. Soon afterwards, Douglas and Lockheed started production of three engine wide-

bodied aircraft, the Douglas DC-10 and Lockheed L-1011.  

11. In the beginning only the passenger market was serviced by these new wide-bodied 

aircraft until Lufthansa flew the first Boeing 747 freighter in April 1972 between 

Frankfurt and New York.  

12. The much larger wide-body increased the volumes carried by narrow body aircraft by 

a factor of 2.73 . By 2012, there were 1738 freighters in operation worldwide.  

13. Thirty-seven percent of these were large wide-body (>80 tons) aircraft, 36% were 

medium wide-bodied aircraft (40 to 80 tons) and 27% were standard bodies with 

carrying capacities of less than 45 tons. Boeing projects the demand for the world 

freighter fleet to increase to almost 3,200 airplanes by 20314 . 
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Factors considered while Selecting Air Cargo Transport 
Choosing among the hundreds, if not thousands, of air cargo service providers currently 

offering their global services can be a confusing task. Each service offers something unique 

to entice clients to choose their company. When trying to decide between a subdivision of a 

large airline or an express delivery service, there are a few questions that will help you 

determine which supplier to choose. The following are the factors one should consider while 

selecting the air cargo transportation. 

 

Firstly will the company act as your freight forwarder? Although it might seem like an 

obvious question, not all cargo companies will take care of your paperwork and the logistics 

of your shipment. Instead, they might subcontract the work to other delivery services or leave 

you to deal with all of the logistics yourself – if such is the case, then you better look for 

another company to deal with as you could end up with a huge mess on your hands if you file 

one even document incorrectly. 

Secondly, you should find out if the company offers bulk discounts and/or other promotions 

or deals so that you are paying the best price possible for the shipment of your goods. 

Next, find out what kind of insurance is offered by the air cargo supplier. If they tell you that 

you must arrange your own insurance then you might want to reconsider your options. A 

good air cargo provider will have their own insurance coverage – at the very minimum they 

will offer insurance for the time that they take possession of your belongings up until they 

goods are landed and off-loaded. At that point if you have a freight forwarder, they can 

always arrange for supplementary insurance to cover the shortfall. 

Advantages of Air Transportation 
The transportation charges by air are generally higher than by surface or sea. However, such 

charges are only part of the long list of all the cost of distribution. Goods will be forwarded 

by air if this means offers the customers the following advantages. 
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Speed and Frequency 
The most important factors that a customer will consider are no doubt speed and frequency, 

especially if he has some urgent shipments. The delivery to certain areas may take several 

weeks to arrive by ocean and land freight. Time sensitive or perishable goods, such as fresh 

seafood and flowers, often rely on the air freight. 

Suitable Types of Cargo 
The quickest method of sending goods to another country is by air. Apart from limitations on 

the size of individual consignments and on the carriage of dangerous goods (refer IEA for 

information), there are no goods which cannot be carried by air. There are, however, certain 

types of cargo which are particularly well suited to air freight. These include fresh fruit and 

flowers, livestock, perishable goods, fashion goods and newspapers; as well as small, high-

value items such as diamonds, jewellery and electronic components. Emergency medical 

supplies or spare parts for a machine breakdown are also ideal for air freight, as time is the 

prime consideration. 

Better Security 
Air freight has a tighter control over its cargo, thus it has better security that reduces the 

cargo exposure to theft, pilferage and damage. With other modes of transport than the safety 

of air transport higher in 2001, the world’s airlines carried 18 million flight sorties, only 11 

cases of a serious accident; the risk rate is about 1/3000000. Air transport management 

system will also be more perfect low rate of damage of goods, if the use of air cargo 

transported in containers, then the more secure. 

Reliability 
Owing to the high cost of the airport facilities, these comes a need for maximum utility. As 

such, the arrival and departure times of flights are highly reliable. 

Warehousing 
Using air cargo, the customer has less need for local warehousing and expensive stocks. 

Financial Constraints 
As air cargo is much more faster than surface or sea transportation, it can free the capital 

which would otherwise be tied up in the long transit time for the goods to arrive at the 

buyer’s premises before the payment can be realized by the seller. 

Insurance Coverage 
More and more users of air cargo services are going for a package of services. In view of this, 

the carriers have always provided for insurance coverage on their own where one may declare 

a “value for carriage” and then a premium is levied by the carrier in case of eventualities 

occurring while the goods are in transit to the final destination. Nowadays, many air cargo 

agents have also undertaken the role of an insurance agent and provides coverage for marine 

and liabilities risks. 

Insurance Premium 
The insurance premium are lower for air cargo as the transportation time for air cargo is 

comparatively short. Further, the airports are considered high security areas, thus the lower 

premiums. 

Less Packing Required 
As the security conditions at airports are good, aircrafts requires delicate handling 

during loading and unloading, less packing materials are required when goods are 

transported by air. This brings about savings for the user in terms of costs as well as time to 

provide services for the additional packing. 

Door to Door Delivery 
As there are many landlocked countries, such as Nepal, Laos, Switzerland, Austria, Mali and 

many more in the former Soviet sub-continent, air transportation has provided new access 
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into these countries for international trade. The air cargo agents also provide door delivery 

service for those customers that may require them. 

Arranging Customs Clearance 
With the Just in Time (JIT) concept, some users prefer that the goods move from the 

shipper’s door to the consignee’s door under one contract, thus the need for the air cargo 

agents to arrange Customs clearance of cargo. 

Advice of Packing Problems 
Air carriage may accept less packing material to save the weight (as air cargo is charged by 

weight in Kilogram) it is however not wise to over reduce the packaging material 

Documentations 
This is a large and important field where the IATA cargo agent backed by the worldwide 

organization can render most valuable services in knowing the required documentation in 

each country. The air cargo industry is moving speedily into the world of paperless 

documentations through the use of Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) of which the air 

carriers are amongst the most advance compare to carriers of other modes of transportation. 

 

Disadvantages of Air Transportation 

➢ Airfreight transport is very expensive because of high capital investment and 

maintenance costs involved. 

➢ As aircrafts have limited cargo capacity, bulky goods cannot be sent. 

➢ Usually airports are located outside the cities, so road transport has to be arranged to 

carry the goods to and from the airport. This results in higher costs and wastage of time. 

➢ Bad weather may restrict flights. 
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REGULATORY BODIES IN AIR LOGISTICS 

The air cargo industry incorporates an industrial supply chain, which includes airlines, 

customs, ground services, air cargo forwarders, brokers, domestic transportation, air cargo 

terminals, distribution centers and integrated international express services. Of these, air 

cargo terminals are critical in the air cargo supply chain. A typical air cargo terminal has 

three main users – airlines, air cargo terminal operators and forwarders/cargo-agents who are 

the principal contributors to the revenue of air cargo terminals. 

The demand for air freight is limited by cost, typically priced 4–5 times that of road transport 

and 12–16 times that of sea transport. These values differ from country to country, season to 

season and from product to product and for different volumes also. Cargo shipped by air thus 

have high values per unit or are very time-sensitive, such as documents, pharmaceuticals, 

fashion garments, production samples, electronics consumer goods, and perishable 

agricultural and seafood products. They also include some inputs to meet just-in-time 

production and emergency shipments of spare parts. As the volume of air freight grows, there 

is a natural progression from passenger aircraft to chartered cargo planes of increasing size 

and ultimately to scheduled cargo services. 

 

IATA (International Air Transport Association)  

The International Air Transport Association (IATA) is an international industry trade group 

of airlines headquartered in Montreal, Canada, where the International Civil Aviation 

Organization is also headquartered.  

IATA was formed on 19 April1945, in Havana, Cuba. It is the successor to the International 

Air Traffic Association, founded in The Hague in 1919, the year of the world’s first 

international scheduled services. At its founding, IATA had 57 members from 31 nations, 

mostly in Europe and North America. Today it has about 230 members from more than 140 

nations in every part of the world. 

Role of IATA  

1. IATA’s mission is to represent, lead, and serve the airline industry.  

2. IATA represents some 230 airlines comprising 93% of scheduled international air 

traffic. The Director General and Chief Executive Officer is Giovanni Bisignani.  

3. Currently, IATA is present in over 150 countries covered through 101 offices around 

the globe. All the Airline rules and regulations are defined by IATA.  

4. The main aim of IATA is to provide safe and secure transportation to its passengers.  

5. The IATA’s mission includes three types of actions:  

a. Representing the industry and lobbying governments and regulators;  

b. Leading the industry by working with airlines to increase passenger 

convenience; 

c. Serving the industry by providing support with products and expert services.  

6. The Organization work benefits all industry stakeholders, such as simplifying the 

travel and shipping process for consumers, and keeping governments informed about 

aviation industry complexities.  

7. The IATA Head Office are located at 800 Place Victoria (Montreal Stock Exchange 

Tower) in Montreal since 1977 (having been located at Central Station (Montreal) 

since its founding) and the executive offices are at the Geneva Airport in Switzerland. 
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Objectives of IATA  

Its stated aims and objectives are as follows:  

1. To promote safe, regular and economical air transport for the benefit of the people of 

the world,  

2. To foster air commerce and study the problems connected therewith  

3. To promote means for collaboration among air transport enterprises engaged directly 

or indirectly in international air transport service  

4. To cooperate with ICAO and other international organisations there is always close 

association and dialogue between ICAO and IATA. 

Traffic Department  

1. Provides a forum for traffic coordination discussions  

2. Services as a central source of traffic information for publishers and members Lists 

and verifies services of cargo and travel agents worldwide on behalf of the member 

airlines  

3. Coordinates training programmes for cargo and travel agents  

4. Arranges centralised billing and reporting of agents’ sales  

5. Provides a forum for airlines to resolve scheduling problems  

6. Helps represent the industry on airmail issues  

7. Promotes awareness programmes to combat fraud 

 

Legal Department 

1. Provides professional legal advice and interpretations to individual members as 

required from an airline perspective  

2. Distributes and publishes information on legal or regulatory issues of industry-wide 

interest and importance  

3. Formulates industry positions vis-à-vis bodies like ICAO, the European Community 

and individual governments. 

Functions of IATA  

1. IATA was involved in establishing a sound technical and legal frame work for the 

operation of the world’s airlines.  

2. It organized the first worldwide Traffic Conference in 1947 which worked out 

agreements related to fare construction rules for multi-sector trips, revenue allocation-

prorating rules, baggage allowance, ticket and airway bill design and agency 

appointment procedures.  

3. IATA is also the coordinator of Multilateral Interline Traffic Agreements that allow 

nearly 300 airlines around the world to accept each other’s’ ticket and airway bills-

and thus their passenger and cargo traffic-on a reciprocal basis.  

4. In 1952, the pattern for airline-travel agent relations was set with the introduction of 

Standard Passenger Sales Agency Agreement.  

5. There are now nearly 81,000 IATA sponsored agency training courses since they 

were introduced.  

6. One of the IATA’s major issues today is taxation and user charges (payment for using 

airports and air navigation services).  
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7. IATA makes specific challenges to the legality of certain taxes and point out to 

governments the counter-productive effect of excessive aviation taxation.  

8. Higher user charges mushroomed during the 1960’s and 70’s. IATA’s task is to 

minimize their impact by ensuring that the charges are for facilities actually required, 

that charges are cost-related and that productivity improvements are built into cost 

projection 

ICAO – International Civil Aviation Organization  

1. The International Civil Aviation Organisation (ICAO) is the specialised agency of the 

United Nations (UN) for civil aviation, was created by the Convention on 

International Civil Aviation signed in Chicago on 7 December 1944.  

2. It codifies the principles and techniques of international air navigation and fosters the 

planning and development of international air transport to ensure safe and orderly 

growth.  

3. Its headquarters are located in the Quartier International of Montreal, Quebec, 

Canada.  

4. The ICAO Council adopts standards and recommended practices concerning air 

navigation, its infrastructure, flight inspection, prevention of unlawful interference, 

and facilitation of border-crossing procedures for international civil aviation.  

5. ICAO defines the protocols for air accident investigation followed by transport safety 

authorities in countries signatory to the Convention on International Civil Aviation 

(Chicago Convention).  

6. The Air Navigation Commission (ANC) is the technical body within ICAO. The 

Commission is composed of 19 Commissioners, nominated by the ICAO’s 

contracting states, and appointed by the ICAO Council.  

7. Commissioners serve as independent experts, who although nominated by their states, 

do not serve as state or political representatives.  

8. The development of Aviation Standards and Recommended Practices is done under 

the direction of the ANC through the formal process of ICAO Panels.  

9. Once approved by the Commission, standards are sent to the Council, the political 

body of ICAO, for consultation and coordination with the Member States before final 

adoption.  

10. The forerunner to ICAO was the International Commission for Air Navigation 

(ICAN). It held its first convention in 1903 in Berlin, Germany but no agreements 

were reached among the eight countries that attended.  

11. At the second convention in 1906, also held in Berlin, 27 countries attended. The third 

convention, held in London in 1912 allocated the first radio callsigns for use by 

aircraft. ICAN continued to operate until 1945.  

12. Fifty-two countries signed the Convention on International Civil Aviation, also 

known as the Chicago Convention, in Chicago, Illinois, on 7 December 1944. Under 

its terms, a Provisional International Civil Aviation Organization (PICAO) was to be 

established, to be replaced in turn by a permanent organization when 26 countries 

ratified the convention.  

13. Accordingly, PICAO began operating on 6 June 1945, replacing ICAN. The 26th 

country ratified the Convention on 5 March 1947 and, consequently PICAO was 
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disestablished on 4 April 1947 and replaced by ICAO, which began operations the 

same day. In October 1947, ICAO became an agency of the United Nations linked to 

the United Nations Economic and Social Council (ECOSOC). 

Membership 

 As of November 2011, there are 191 International Civil Aviation Organization members, 

consisting of 190 of the 193 UN members (all but Dominica, Liechtenstein, and Tuvalu), plus 

the Cook Islands. 

Governing Council The Governing Council is elected every 3 years and consists of 36 

members divided into 3 categories. The present Council was elected on October 1, 2013 at 

the 38th Assembly of ICAO at Montreal. The Structure of present Council is as follows:  

i. Part I – (States of chief importance in air transport) – Australia, Brazil, Canada, 

China, France, Germany, Italy, Japan, Russian Federation, United Kingdom and 

the United States. All of them have been re-elected. ii.  

ii. Part II – (States which make the largest contribution to the provision of facilities 

for international civil air navigation) – Argentina, Egypt, India, Mexico, Nigeria, 

Norway, Portugal, Saudi Arabia, Singapore, South Africa, Spain and Venezuela. 

Except Norway, Portugal and Venezuela, all others have been re-elected.  

iii. Part III– (States ensuring geographic representation)- Bolivia, Burkina Faso, 

Cameroon, Chile, Dominican Republic, Kenya, Libya, Malaysia, Nicaragua, 

Poland, Republic of Korea, United Arab Emirates and United Republic of 

Tanzania. Bolivia, Chile, Dominican Republic, Kenya, Libya, Nicaragua, Poland 

and United Republic of Tanzania have been elected for the first time. 

Standards  

ICAO also standardizes certain functions for use in the airline industry, such as the 

Aeronautical Message Handling System (AMHS), making it a standards organization. Each 

country should have an accessible Aeronautical Information Publication (AIP), based on 

standards defined by ICAO, containing information essential to air navigation. Countries are 

required to update their AIP manuals every 28 days and so provide definitive regulations, 

procedures and information for each country about airspace and aerodromes. ICAO’s 

standards also dictate that temporary hazards to aircraft are regularly published using 

NOTAMs. 

Aims and Objectives of ICAO  

1. Its aims and objectives are to develop the principles and techniques of international 

air travel navigation and to foster the planning development of international air 

transport.  

2. It also sets international standards and regulations necessary for safe, regular, efficient 

and economical air transport, and serves as the medium for co-operation in all fields 

of civil aviation among its 187 Contracting States.  

3. Another of ICAO’s functions is to facilitate the adoption of international air law 

instruments and to promote their general acceptance. ICAO also conducts workshops 

in various regions to provide States with information and advice on its activities and 

to facilitate exchange of information and views.  

4. In addition, ICAO also provides assistance to States to improve their aviation security 

facilities and procedures. In recent years, ICAO has undertaken extensive work in 
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areas like reporting aircraft accident and incident data, and automation of air traffic 

services.  

5. Among ICAO’s more significant achievements has been the development of a 

satellite-based concept to meet the future communications, navigation, surveillance 

and air traffic management needs of civil aviation. 

Aim of ICAO  

ICAO works in close co-operation with other members of the UN family such as the World 

Meteorological Organisation (WMO), the International Telecommunication Union (ITU) and 

the International Maritime Organisation (IMO). Non-governmental organisations such as the 

Airports Council International (ACI), the International Air Transport Association (IATA) and 

the International Federation of Air Line Pilots’ Associations (IFALPA) also participate in 

ICAO’s work. The main aim of ICAO include Ensure the safe and orderly growth of 

international civil aviation throughout the world Promote safety of flight in international air 

navigation. Some other aims include Standardisation - the establishment of International 

Standards, Recommended Practices and Procedures covering licensing of personnel, rules of 

the air, aircraft operations, airworthiness, aeronautical telecommunications, air traffic 

services, accident investigation, aircraft noise and emission levels, security and safe transport 

of dangerous goods. After a standard is formally adopted, each of the ICAO ‘contracting 

states’ implements it within their territories. CNS/ATM - the development of a satellite-based 

system concept to meet future communications, navigation surveillance/air traffic 

management (CNS/ATM) needs of civil aviation. Regional planning - for the purposes of the 

ICAO, the globe is divided into 9 geographical regions which are treated individually for 

‘planning the provision of air 10 navigation facilities and services required on the ground’. 

ICAO regional meetings are held periodically. Facilitation - the reduction of procedural 

formalities which may add extra time to a passenger’s journey and the provision of adequate 

air terminal buildings. Economics - air services to be established on the basis of equality and 

opportunity and operated soundly and economically. Technical co-operation for development 

- the promotion of civil aviation in developing countries which includes the provision of 

assistance to states in order to improve their aviation security facilities and procedures. This 

has involved the creation or assistance of many large civil aviation training centres. Law - 

development of a code of international air law governing certain issues. 

Airports Authority of India  

Airports Authority of India (AAI) was constituted by an Act of Parliament and came into 

being on 1st April, 1995 by merging erstwhile National Airports Authority and International 

Airports Authority of India. The merger brought into existence a single Organization 

entrusted with the responsibility of creating, upgrading, maintaining and managing Civil 

Aviation infrastructure both on the ground and air space in the country. Airports Authority of 

India (AAI) manages a total of 125 Airports, which include 11 International Airports, 08 

Customs Airports, 81 Domestic Airports and 25 Civil Enclaves at Defence Airfields. AAI 

also provides Air Traffic Management Services (ATMS) over entire Indian Air Space and 

adjoining oceanic areas with ground installations at all Airports and 25 other locations to 

ensure safety of Aircraft operations. The Airports at Ahmedabad, Amritsar, Calicut, 

Guwahati, Jaipur, Trivandrum, Kolkata & Chennai, which today are established as 

International Airports, are open to operations even by Foreign International Airlines. Besides, 
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the International flights, National Flag Carriers operate from Coimbatore, Tiruchirappalli, 

Varanasi, and Gaya Airports. Not only this but also the Tourist Charters now touch Agra, 

Coimbatore, Jaipur, Lucknow, Patna Airports etc. AAI has entered into a Joint Venture at 

Mumbai, Delhi, Hyderabad, Bangalore and Nagpur Airports to upgrade these Airports and 

emulate the world standards. 

All major air-routes over Indian landmass are Radar covered (29 Radar installations at 11 

locations) along with VOR/DVOR coverage (89 installations) co-located with Distance 

Measuring Equipment (90 installations). 52 runways are provided with ILS installations with 

Night Landing Facilities at most of these Airports and Automatic Message Switching System 

at 15 Airports. AAI’s successful implementation of Automatic Dependence Surveillance 

System (ADSS), using indigenous technology, at Calcutta and Chennai Air Traffic Control 

Centres, gave India the distinction of being the first country to use this advanced technology 

in the South East Asian region thus enabling effective Air Traffic Control over oceanic areas 

using satellite mode of communication. Use of remote controlled VHF coverage, along with 

satellite communication links, has given added strength to our ATMS. Linking of 80 

locations by V-Sat installations shall vastly enhance Air Traffic Management and in turn 

safety of aircraft operations besides enabling administrative and operational control over our 

extensive Airport network. Performance Based Navigation (PBN) procedures have already 

been implemented at Mumbai, Delhi and Ahmedabad Airports and are likely to be 

implemented at other Airports in phased manner. AAI has undertaken GAGAN project in 

technological collaboration with Indian Space and Research Organization (ISRO), where the 

satellite based system will be used for navigation. The navigation signals thus received from 

the GPS will be augmented to achieve the navigational requirement of aircrafts. First Phase 

of technology demonstration system has already been successfully completed in February 

2008. Development team has been geared up to upgrade the system in operational phase. AAI 

has also planned to provide Ground Based Augmentation System (GBAS) at Delhi and 

Mumbai Airports. This GBAS equipment will be capable of providing CategoryII (curved 

approach) landing signals to the aircrafts thus replacing the existing instrument landing 

system in the long run, which is required at each end of the runway. The Advanced Surface 

Movement Guidance and Control System (ASMGCS), installed at Delhi, has upgraded 

operation to runway 28 from CAT-IIIA level to CAT-IIIB level. CAT-IIIA system permits 

landing of aircrafts up to visibility of 200mtrs. However, CAT-IIIB will permit safe landing 

at the Airports at a visibility below 200mtrs but above 50mtrs. AAI’s endeavour, in enhanced 

focus on ‘customer’s expectations’, has evinced enthusiastic response to independent agency, 

which has organised customer satisfaction surveys at 30 busy Airports. These surveys have 

enabled us to undertake improvements on aspects recommended by the Airport users. The 

receptacles for our ‘Business Reply Letters’ at Airports have gained popularity; these 

responses enable us to understand the changing aspirations of Airport users. During the first 

year of the millennium, AAI endeavours to make its operations more transparent and also 

make available the instantaneous information to customers by deploying state-of-art 

Information Technology. 
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Functions of AAI  

The main functions of AAI inter-alia include construction, modification & management of 

passenger terminals, development & management of cargo terminals, development & 

maintenance of apron infrastructure including runways, parallel taxiways, apron etc., 

Provision of Communication, Navigation and Surveillance which includes 

Passenger Facilities i. Construction, modification & management of passenger terminals, 

development & management of cargo terminals, development & maintenance of apron 

infrastructure including runways, parallel taxiways, apron etc., ii. Provision of 

Communication, Navigation and Surveillance which includes provision of DVOR / DME, 

ILS, ATC radars, visual aids etc., provision of air traffic services, provision of passenger 

facilities and related amenities at its terminals thereby ensuring safe and secure operations of 

aircraft, passenger and cargo in the country. 

 

International Conventions 

Warsaw Convention 

The Warsaw Convention is an international convention which regulates liability for 

international carriage of persons, luggage or goods performed by aircraft for reward. 

Originally signed in 1929 in Warsaw (hence the name), it was amended in 1955 at The Hague 

and in 1975 in Montreal. United States courts have held that, at least for some purposes, the 

Warsaw Convention is a different instrument from the Warsaw Convention as Amended by 

the Hague Protocol. 

 

In particular, the Warsaw Convention:  

i. Mandates carriers to issue passenger tickets;  

ii. ii. Requires carriers to issue baggage checks for checked luggage;  

iii. iii. Creates a limitation period of 2 years within which a claim must be brought 

(Article 29); and  

iv. iv. Limits a carrier’s liability to at most:  

a. 250,000 Francs or 16,600 Special Drawing Rights (SDR) for personal injury;  

b. 17 SDR per kilogram for checked luggage and cargo, or $20USD per kilogram 

for non-signatories of the amended Montreal Protocols.  

c. 5,000 Francs or 332 SDR for the hand luggage of a traveler. 

The sums limiting liability were originally given in Francs (defined in terms of a particular 

quantity of gold by article 22 paragraph 5 of the convention). These sums were amended by 

the Montreal Additional Protocol No. 2 to substitute an expression given in terms of SDR’s. 

These sums are valid in the absence of a differing agreement (on a higher sum) with the 

carrier. Agreements on lower sums are null and void. On June 1, 2009, the exchange rate was 

1.00 SDR = 1.088 EUR or 1.00 SDR = 1.548 USD.A court may also award a claiming 

party’s costs, unless the carrier made an offer within 6 months of the loss (or at least 6 

months before the beginning of any legal proceedings) which the claiming party has failed to 

beat.The Montreal Convention, signed in 1999, replaced the Warsaw Convention system. 

Scope and Definition 
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i. This Convention applies to all international carriage of persons, luggage or goods 

performed by aircraft for reward. It applies equally to gratuitous carriage by 

aircraft performed by an air transport undertaking.  

ii.  For the purposes of this Convention the expression “international carriage” means 

any carriage in which, according to the contract made by the parties, the place of 

departure and the place of destination, whether or not there be a break in the 

carriage or a transshipment, are situated either within the territories of two High 

Contracting Parties, or within the territory of a single High Contracting Party, if 

there is an agreed stopping place within a territory subject to the sovereignty, 

suzerainty, mandate or authority of another Power, even though that Power is not 

a party to this Convention. A carriage without such an agreed stopping place 

between territories subject to the sovereignty, suzerainty, mandate or authority of 

the same High Contracting Party is not deemed to be international for the 

purposes of this Convention.  

iii. A carriage to be performed by several successive air carriers is deemed, for the 

purposes of this Convention, to be one undivided carriage, if it has been regarded 

by the parties as a single operation, whether it had been agreed upon under the 

form of a single contract or of a series of contracts, and it does not lose its 

international character merely because one contract or a series of contracts is to be 

performed entirely within a territory subject to the sovereignty, suzerainty, 

mandate or authority of the same High Contracting Party 

Documents of Carriage 

Passenger Ticket 

i. For the carriage of passengers the carrier must deliver a passenger ticket which 

shall contain the following particulars:- a. the place and date of issue; b. the place 

of departure and of destination; c. the agreed stopping places, provided that the 

carrier may reserve the right to alter the stopping places in case of necessity, and 

that if he exercises that right, the alteration shall not have the effect of depriving 

the carriage of its international character d. the name and address of the carrier or 

carriers e. a statement that the carriage is subject to the rules relating to liability 

established by this Convention.  

ii.  The absence, irregularity or loss of the passenger ticket does not affect the 

existence or the validity of the contract of carriage, which shall none the less be 

subject to the rules of this Convention. Nevertheless, if the carrier accepts a 

passenger without a passenger ticket having been delivered he shall not be entitled 

to avail himself of those provisions of this Convention which exclude or limit his 

liability. 

Luggage Ticket  

i. For the carriage of luggage, other than small personal objects of which the 

passenger takes charge himself, the carrier must deliver a luggage ticket.  

ii. The luggage ticket shall be made out in duplicate, one part for the passenger and 

the other part for the carrier.  

iii. The luggage ticket shall contain the following particulars:- a. The place and date 

of issue; b. The place of departure and of destination; c. The name and address of 
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the carrier or carriers; d. The number of the passenger ticket; e. A statement that 

delivery of the luggage will be made to the bearer of the luggage ticket; f. The 

number and weight of the packages; g. The amount of the value declared in 

accordance with h. A statement that the carriage is subject to the rules relating to 

liability established by this Convention. 

iv. The absence, irregularity or loss of the luggage ticket does not affect the existence 

or the validity of the contract of carriage, which shall none the less be subject to 

the rules of this Convention. Nevertheless, if the carrier accepts luggage without a 

luggage ticket having been delivered, or if the luggage ticket does not contain the 

particulars set out at (d), (f) and (h) above, the carrier shall not be entitled to avail 

himself of those provisions of the Convention which exclude or limit his liability. 

Air Consignment Note  

1. Every carrier of goods has the right to require the consignor to make out and hand over 

to him a document called an “air consignment note”; every consignor has the right to 

require the carrier to accept this document.  

2. The absence, irregularity or loss of this document does not affect the existence or the 

validity of the contract of carriage which shall, subject to the provisions of Article 9, be 

none the less governed by the rules of this Convention.  

3. The air consignment note shall be made out by the consignor in three original parts and 

be handed over with the goods.  

4. The first part shall be marked “for the carrier,” and shall be signed by the consignor. 

The second part shall be marked “for the consignee”; it shall be signed by the consignor 

and by the carrier and shall accompany the goods. The third part shall be signed by the 

carrier and handed by him to the consignor after the goods have been accepted.  

5. The carrier shall sign on acceptance of the goods.  

6. The signature of the carrier may be stamped; that of the consignor may be printed or 

stamped.  

7. If, at the request of the consignor, the carrier makes out the air consignment note, he 

shall be deemed, subject to proof to the contrary, to have done so on behalf of the 

consignor.  

8. The carrier of goods has the right to require the consignor to make out separate 

consignment notes when there is more than one package.  

9. The air consignment note shall contain the following particulars:-  

a) The place and date of its execution;  

b) The place of departure and of destination;  

c) The agreed stopping places,  

d) provided that the carrier may reserve the right to alter the stopping places in case 

of necessity, and that if he exercises that right the alteration shall not have the 

effect of depriving the carriage of its international character;  

e) The name and address of the consignor;  

f) The name and address of the first carrier;  

g) The name and address of the consignee, if the case so requires;  

h) The nature of the goods;  
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i) The number of the packages, the method of packing and The particular marks or 

numbers upon them;  

j) The weight, the quantity and the volume or dimensions of the goods;  

k) The apparent condition of the goods and of the packing;  

l) The freight, if it has been agreed upon, the date and place of payment, and the 

person who is to pay it;  

m) If the goods are sent for payment on delivery, the price of the goods, and, if the 

case so requires, the amount of the expenses incurred;  

n) The amount of the value declared in accordance with The number of parts of the 

air consignment note;  

o) The documents handed to the carrier to accompany the air consignment note;  

p) The time fixed for the completion of the carriage and a brief note of the route to 

be followed, if these matters have been agreed upon;  

q) A statement that the carriage is subject to the rules relating to liability established 

by this Convention. 

Chicago Convention  

The Convention on International Civil Aviation, also known as the Chicago Convention, 

established the International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO), a specialized agency of 

the United Nations charged with coordinating and regulating international air travel. The 

Convention establishes rules of airspace, aircraft registration and safety, and details the 

rights of the signatories in relation to air travel. The Convention also exempts air fuels 

from tax. 

The document was signed on December 7, 1944 in Chicago, U.S., by 52 signatory states. 

It received the requisite 26th ratification on March 5, 1947 and went into effect on April 

4, 1947, the same date that ICAO came into being. In October of the same year, ICAO 

became a specialized agency of the United Nations Economic and Social Council 

(ECOSOC). The Convention has since been revised eight times (in 1959, 1963, 1969, 

1975, 1980, 1997, 2000 and 2006). As of 2013, the Chicago Convention has 191 state 

parties, which includes all member states of the United Nations—except Dominica, 

Liechtenstein, and Tuvalu—plus the Cook Islands. 

Main Articles of Chicago Convention  

Article 1: Every state has complete and exclusive sovereignty over airspace above its 

territory.  

Article 5: The aircraft of states, other than scheduled international air services, have the 

right to make flights across state’s territories and to make stops without obtaining prior 

permission. However, the state may require the aircraft to make a landing.  

Article 6: (Scheduled air services) No scheduled international air service may be 

operated over or into the territory of a contracting State, except with the special 

permission or other authorization of that State.  

Article 10: (Landing at customs airports): The state can require that landing to be at a 

designated customs airport and similarly departure from the territory can be required to be 

from a designated customs airport.  
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Article 12: Each state shall keep its own rules of the air as uniform as possible with those 

established under the convention, the duty to ensure compliance with these rules rests 

with the contracting state.  

Article 13: (Entry and Clearance Regulations) A state’s laws and regulations regarding 

the admission and departure of passengers, crew or cargo from aircraft shall be complied 

with on arrival, upon departure and whilst within the territory of that state.  

Article 16: The authorities of each state shall have the right to search the aircraft of other 

states on landing or departure, without unreasonable delay...  

Article 24: Aircraft flying to, from or across, the territory of a state shall be admitted 

temporarily free of duty. Fuel, Oil, spare parts, regular equipment and aircraft stores 

retained on board are also exempt custom duty, inspection fees or similar charges.  

Article 29: Before an international flight, the pilot in command must ensure that the 

aircraft is airworthy, duly registered and that the relevant certificates are on board the 

aircraft.  

The required documents are:  

• Certificate of Registration  

• Certificate of Airworthiness  

• Passenger names, place of boarding and destination  

• Crew licences  

• Journey Logbook  

• Radio Licence  

• Cargo manifest  

Article 30: The aircraft of a state flying in or over the territory of another state shall only 

carry radios licensed and used in accordance with the regulations of the state in which the 

aircraft is registered. The radios may only be used by members of the flight crew suitably 

licenced by the state in which the aircraft is registered.  

Article 32: the pilot and crew of every aircraft engaged in international aviation must 

have certificates of competency and licences issued or validated by the state in which the 

aircraft is registered.  

Article 33: (Recognition of Certificates and Licences) Certificates of Airworthiness, 

certificates of competency and licences issued or validated by the state in which the 

aircraft is registered, shall be recognised as valid by other states. The requirements for 

issue of those Certificates or Airworthiness, certificates of competency or licences must 

be equal to or above the minimum standards established by the Convention.  

Article 40: No aircraft or personnel with endorsed licenses or certificate will engage in 

international navigation except with the permission of the state or states whose territory is 

entered. Any license holder who does not satisfy international standard relating to that 

license or certificate shall have attached to or endorsed on that license information 

regarding the particulars in which he does not satisfy those standards”. 

Outcomes of Chicago Convention  

The Convention prevents the taxation of commercial aviation fuel (though fuel for 

recreational purposes is not exempt). This has led to debate in the UK Parliament over 

whether the lack of tax represents a subsidy to the aviation industry, estimated at £10 

billion annually in the UK. Furthermore, the planned inclusion of international aviation 
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into the European Union Emission Trading Scheme in 2014 has been called an ‘illegal 

tax’ by countries including the USA and China, who cite the Chicago Convention 

 

AIR NAVIGATION SYSTEM 

The basic principles of air navigation are identical to general navigation, which includes the 

process of planning, recording, and controlling the movement of a craft from one place to 

another. 

Successful air navigation involves piloting an aircraft from place to place without getting lost, 

not breaking the laws applying to aircraft, or endangering the safety of those on board or on 

the ground. Air navigation differs from the navigation of surface craft in several ways; 

Aircraft travel at relatively high speeds, leaving less time to calculate their position on route. 

Aircraft normally cannot stop in mid-air to ascertain their position at leisure. Aircraft are 

safety-limited by the amount of fuel they can carry; a surface vehicle can usually get lost, run 

out of fuel, then simply await rescue. There is no in-flight rescue for most aircraft. 

Additionally, collisions with obstructions are usually fatal. Therefore, constant awareness of 

position is critical for aircraft pilots. 

The techniques used for navigation in the air will depend on whether the aircraft is flying 

under visual flight rules (VFR) or instrument flight rules (IFR). In the latter case, 

the pilot will navigate exclusively using instruments and radio navigation aids such as 

beacons, or as directed under radar control by air traffic control. In the VFR case, a pilot will 

largely navigate using "dead reckoning" combined with visual observations (known 

as pilotage), with reference to appropriate maps. This may be supplemented using radio 

navigation aids or satellite based positioning systems such as GPS. 

Route planning 

The first step in navigation is deciding where one wishes 

to go. A private pilot planning a flight under VFR will 

usually use an aeronautical chart of the area which is 

published specifically for the use of pilots. This map will 

depict controlled airspace, radio navigation aids 

and airfields prominently, as well as hazards to flying 

such as mountains, tall radio masts, etc. It also includes 

sufficient ground detail – towns, roads, wooded areas – 

to aid visual navigation. In the UK, the CAA publishes a 

series of maps covering the whole of the UK at various 

scales, updated annually. The information is also updated in 

the notices to airmen, or NOTAMs. 

  

The pilot will choose a route, taking care to 

avoid controlled airspace that is not permitted for the flight, 

restricted areas, danger areas and so on. The chosen route is 
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plotted on the map, and the lines drawn are called the track. The aim of all subsequent 

navigation is to follow the chosen track as accurately as possible. Occasionally, the pilot may 

elect on one leg to follow a clearly visible feature on the ground such as a railway track, river, 

highway, or coast. 

When an aircraft is in flight, it is moving relative to the body of air through which it is flying; 

therefore maintaining an accurate ground trackis not as easy as it might appear, unless there is 

no wind at all—a very rare occurrence. The pilot must adjust heading to compensate for the 

wind, in order to follow the ground track. Initially the pilot will calculate headings to fly for 

each leg of the trip prior to departure, using the forecast wind directions and speeds supplied 

by the meteorological authorities for the purpose. These figures are generally accurate and 

updated several times per day, but the unpredictable nature of the weather means that the 

pilot must be prepared to make further adjustments in flight. A general aviation (GA) pilot 

will often make use of either a flight computer – a type of slide rule – or a purpose-designed 

electronic navigational computer to calculate initial headings. 

The primary instrument of navigation is the magnetic compass. The needle or card aligns 

itself to magnetic north, which does not coincide with true north, so the pilot must also allow 

for this, called the magnetic variation (or declination). The variation that applies locally is 

also shown on the flight map. Once the pilot has calculated the actual headings required, the 

next step is to calculate the flight times for each leg. This is necessary to perform 

accurate dead reckoning. The pilot also needs to take into account the slower initial airspeed 

during climb to calculate the time to top of climb. It is also helpful to calculate the top of 

descent, or the point at which the pilot would plan to commence the descent for landing. 

The point of no return, sometimes referred to as the PNR, is the point on a flight at which a 

plane has just enough fuel, plus any mandatory reserve, to return to the airfield from which it 

departed. Beyond this point that option is closed, and the plane must proceed to some other 

destination. Alternatively, with respect to a large region without airfields, e.g. an ocean, it can 

mean the point before which it is closer to turn around and after which it is closer to continue. 

Similarly, the Equal time point, referred to as the ETP (also Critical point(CP)), is the point in 

the flight where it would take the same time to continue flying straight, or track back to the 

departure aerodrome. The ETP is not dependent on fuel, but wind, giving a change in ground 

speed out from, and back to the departure aerodrome. In Nil wind conditions, the ETP is 

located halfway between the two aerodromes, but in reality it is shifted depending on the 

windspeed and direction. 

The aircraft that is flying across the Ocean for example, would be required to calculate ETPs 

for one engine inoperative, depressurization, and a normal ETP; all of which could actually 

be different points along the route. For example, in one engine inoperative and 

depressurization situations the aircraft would be forced to lower operational altitudes, which 

would affect its fuel consumption, cruise speed and ground speed. Each situation therefore 

would have a different ETP. 

Commercial aircraft are not allowed to operate along a route that is out of range of a suitable 

place to land if an emergency such as an engine failure occurs. The ETP calculations serve as 
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a planning strategy, so flight crews always have an 'out' in an emergency event, allowing a 

safe diversion to their chosen alternate. 

The final stage is to note which areas the route will pass through or over, and to make a note 

of all of the things to be done – which ATC units to contact, the appropriate frequencies, 

visual reporting points, and so on. It is also important to note which pressure setting regions 

will be entered, so that the pilot can ask for the QNH (air pressure) of those regions. Finally, 

the pilot should have in mind some alternative plans in case the route cannot be flown for 

some reason – unexpected weather conditions being the most common. At times the pilot 

may be required to file a flight plan for an alternate destination and to carry adequate fuel for 

this. The more work a pilot can do on the ground prior to departure, the easier it will be in the 

air. 

 

IFR planning 

Instrument Flight Rules (IFR) navigation is similar to Visual Flight Rules (VFR) flight 

planning except that the task is generally made simpler by the use of special charts that show 

IFR routes from beacon to beacon with the lowest safe altitude (LSALT), bearings (in both 

directions) and distance marked for each route. IFR pilots may fly on other routes but they 

then have to do all of these calculations themselves with the LSALT calculation being the 

most difficult. The pilot then needs to look at the weather and minimum specifications for 

landing at the destination airport and the alternate requirements. The pilot must also comply 

with all the rules including their legal ability to use a particular instrument approach 

depending on how recently they last performed one. 

In recent years, strict beacon-to-beacon flight paths have started to be replaced by routes 

derived through Performance Based Navigation (PBN) techniques. When operators are 

developing flight plans for their aircraft, the PBN approach encourages them to assess the 

overall accuracy, integrity, availability, continuity and functionality of the aggregate 

navigation aids present within the applicable airspace. Once these determinations have been 

made, the operator develops a route that is the most time and fuel efficient while respecting 

all applicable safety concerns—thereby maximizing both the aircraft's and the airspace's 

overall performance capabilities. 

Under the PBN approach, technologies are able to evolve over time (ground beacons become 

satellites become...) without requiring the underlying aircraft operation to be recalculated. 

Also, navigation specifications used to assess the sensors and equipment that are available in 

an airspace can be cataloged and shared to inform equipment upgrade decisions and the 

ongoing harmonization of the world's various air navigation systems. 

In flight 

Once in flight, the pilot must take pains to stick to plan, otherwise getting lost is all too easy. 

This is especially true if flying in the dark or over featureless terrain. This means that the 

pilot must stick to the calculated headings, heights and speeds as accurately as possible, 

unless flying under visual flight rules. The visual pilot must regularly compare the ground 

with the map, (pilotage) to ensure that the track is being followed although adjustments are 
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generally calculated and planned. Usually, the pilot will fly for some time as planned to a 

point where features on the ground are easily recognised. If the wind is different from that 

expected, the pilot must adjust heading accordingly, but this is not done by guesswork, but by 

mental calculation – often using the 1 in 60 rule. For example, a two degree error at the 

halfway stage can be corrected by adjusting heading by four degrees the other way to arrive 

in position at the end of the leg. This is also a point to reassess the estimated time for the leg. 

A good pilot will become adept at applying a variety of techniques to stay on track. 

While the compass is the primary instrument used to determine one's heading, pilots will 

usually refer instead to the direction indicator (DI), a gyroscopically driven device which is 

much more stable than a compass. The compass reading will be used to correct for any drift 

(precession) of the DI periodically. The compass itself will only show a steady reading when 

the aircraft has been in straight and level flight long enough to allow it to settle. 

Should the pilot be unable to complete a leg – for example bad weather arises, or the 

visibility falls below the minima permitted by the pilot's license, the pilot must divert to 

another route. Since this is an unplanned leg, the pilot must be able to mentally calculate 

suitable headings to give the desired new track. Using the flight computer in flight is usually 

impractical, so mental techniques to give rough and ready results are used. The wind is 

usually allowed for by assuming that sine A = A, for angles less than 60° (when expressed in 

terms of a fraction of 60° – e.g. 30° is 1/2 of 60°, and sine 30° = 0.5), which is adequately 

accurate. A method for computing this mentally is the clock code. However the pilot must be 

extra vigilant when flying diversions to maintain awareness of position. 

Some diversions can be temporary – for example to skirt around a local storm cloud. In such 

cases, the pilot can turn 60 degrees away his desired heading for a given period of time. Once 

clear of the storm, he can then turn back in the opposite direction 120 degrees, and fly this 

heading for the same length of time. This is a 'wind-star' maneuver and, with no winds aloft, 

will place him back on his original track with his trip time increased by the length of one 

diversion leg. 

Navigation Aids 

Good pilots use all means available to help navigate. Many GA aircraft are fitted with a 

variety of navigation aids, such as Automatic 

direction finder (ADF), inertial 

navigation, compasses, radar navigation, VHF 

omnidirectional range (VOR) and GNSS. 

 

ADF uses non-directional beacons (NDBs) on 

the ground to drive a display which shows the 

direction of the beacon from the aircraft. The 

pilot may use this bearing to draw a line on the 

map to show the bearing from the beacon. By 

using a second beacon, two lines may be drawn to 

locate the aircraft at the intersection of the 
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lines. This is called a cross-cut. Alternatively, if the track takes the flight directly overhead a 

beacon, the pilot can use the ADF instrument to maintain heading relative to the beacon, 

though "following the needle" is bad practice, especially in the presence of a strong cross 

wind – the pilot's actual track will spiral in towards the beacon, not what was intended. NDBs 

also can give erroneous readings because they use very long wavelengths, which are easily 

bent and reflected by ground features and the atmosphere. NDBs continue to be used as a 

common form of navigation in some countries with relatively few navigational aids. 

VOR is a more sophisticated system, and is still the primary air navigation system 

established for aircraft flying under IFR in those countries with many navigational aids. In 

this system, a beacon emits a specially modulated signal which consists of two sine 

waves which are out of phase. The phase difference corresponds to the actual bearing relative 

to magnetic north (in some cases true north) that the receiver is from the station. The upshot 

is that the receiver can determine with certainty the exact bearing from the station. Again, a 

cross-cut is used to pinpoint the location. Many VOR stations also have additional equipment 

called DME (distance measuring equipment) which will allow a suitable receiver to 

determine the exact distance from the station. Together with the bearing, this allows an exact 

position to be determined from a single beacon alone. For convenience, some VOR stations 

also transmit local weather information which the pilot can listen in to, perhaps generated by 

an Automated Surface Observing System. A VOR which is co-located with a DME is usually 

a component of a TACAN. 

Prior to the advent of GNSS, Celestial Navigation was also used by trained navigators on 

military bombers and transport aircraft in the event of all electronic navigational aids being 

turned off in time of war. Originally navigators used an astrodome and regular sextant but the 

more streamlined periscopic sextant was used from the 1940s to the 1990s. From the 1970s 

airliners used inertial navigation systems, especially on inter-continental routes, until the 

shooting down of Korean Air Lines Flight 007 in 1983 prompted the US government to 

make GPS available for civilian use. 

Finally, an aircraft may be supervised from the ground using surveillance information from 

e.g. radar or multilateration. ATC can then feed back information to the pilot to help establish 

position, or can actually tell the pilot the position of the aircraft, depending on the level of 

ATC service the pilot is receiving. 

The use of GNSS in aircraft is becoming increasingly common. GNSS provides very precise 

aircraft position, altitude, heading and ground speed information. GNSS makes navigation 

precision once reserved to large RNAV-equipped aircraft available to the GA pilot. Recently, 

more and more airports include GNSS instrument approaches. GNSSapproaches consist of 

either overlays to existing non-precision approaches or stand-alone GNSS non-precision 

approaches. 

Flight Navigator 

Civilian flight navigators (a mostly redundant aircrew position, also called 'air navigator' or 

'flight navigator'), were employed on older aircraft, typically between the late-1910s and the 

1970s. The crew member, occasionally two navigation crew members for some flights, was 
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responsible for the trip navigation, including its dead reckoning and celestial navigation. This 

was especially essential when trips were flown over oceans or other large bodies of water, 

where radio navigation aids were not originally available. (GPS coverage is now provided 

worldwide). As sophisticated electronic and space-based GPS systems came online, the 

navigator's position was discontinued and its function was assumed by dual-licensed pilot-

navigators, and still later by the flight's primary pilots (Captain and First Officer), resulting in 

a downsizing in the number of aircrew positions for commercial flights. As the installation of 

electronic navigation systems into the Captain's and FO's instrument panels was relatively 

straight forward, the navigator's position in commercial aviation (but not necessarily military 

aviation) became redundant. (Some countries task their air forces to fly without navigation 

aids during wartime, thus still requiring a navigator's position). Most civilian air navigators 

were retired or made redundant by the early 1980s. 

 

Airline Personnel 

Just as in any occupation, airline personnel have tremendous responsibilities on their hands, 

and any negligent harmful act can cause financial damage and years of ongoing court battles. 

As a result, employers in the aviation field are conscientious in both their hiring and 

managing process as well. For instance, airline personnel are required to take numerous 

training courses and seminars in order to be adept in their field and avoid any possible 

lawsuits. These courses assure employers that their employees will have all of the tools 

necessary to become proficient in their line of work, as well as become motivated to learn 

more. In the end, airline personnel, such as flight attendants, ramp agents, pilots, and the like 

take pride in being able to perform their job with the utmost care and attention. They not only 

understand the importance of carrying out their job in an excellent manner, but putting a 

smile on the faces of the many passengers who board planes almost every year. A satisfied 

and pleased customer is the first sign of a job well performed, as well as a sign for future 

business dealings, and that is something that airline personnel learn from the very beginning. 

Pilot in Command 

The pilot in command (PIC) of an aircraft is the person aboard the aircraft who is ultimately 

responsible for its operation and safety during flight. This would be the “captain” in a typical 

two- or three-pilot aircrew, or “pilot” if there is only one certified an qualified pilot at the 

controls of an aircraft. The PIC must be legally certified (or otherwise authorized) to operate 

the aircraft for the specific flight and flight conditions, but need not be actually manipulating 

the controls at any given moment. The PIC is the person legally in charge of the aircraft and 

its flight safety and operation, and would normally be the primary person liable for an 

infraction of any flight rule. The strict legal definition of PIC may vary slightly from country 

to country. The International Civil Aviation Organization, a United Nations agency, 

definition is: “The pilot responsible for the operation and safety of the aircraft during flight 

time.” Flight time for airplanes is defined by the U.S. FAA as “Pilot time that commences 

when an aircraft moves under its own power for the purpose of flight and ends when the 

aircraft comes to rest after landing.” This would normally include taxiing, which involves the 

ground operation to and from the runway, as long as the taxiing is carried out with the 

intention of flying the aircraft. 
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First Officer – Civil Aviation 

In commercial aviation, the first officer is the second pilot (sometimes referred to as the “co-

pilot”) of an aircraft. The first officer is second-in-command of the aircraft, to the captain 

who is the legal commander. In the event of incapacitation of the captain, the first officer will 

assume command of the aircraft. Control of the aircraft is normally shared equally between 

the first officer and the captain, with one pilot normally designated the “pilot flying” (PF) and 

the other the “pilot not flying” (PNF), or “pilot monitoring” (PM), for each flight. Even when 

the first officer is the flying pilot, however, the captain remains ultimately responsible for the 

aircraft, its passengers, and the crew. In typical day-to-day operations, the essential job tasks 

remain fairly equal. Many airlines promote by seniority only within their own company. As a 

consequence, an airline first officer may be older and/or have more flight experience than a 

captain, by virtue of having experience from other airlines or the military. Traditionally, the 

first officer sits on the right-hand side of a fixed-wing aircraft (“right seat”) and the left hand 

side of a helicopter (the reason for this difference is related to the fact that in many cases the 

pilot flying is unable to release his right side from the cyclic control to operate the 

instruments, thus he sits on the right hand and does that with his left hand). In the rank of 

senior first officer the pilot will also sit in the right hand seat. Often the senior first officer 

position is used within airlines to mean someone who has passed all the requirements for 

captain, but there are no captains positions within the company as yet, and therefore they are 

“on hold” until a position as captain becomes available when they will receive their command 

line check. 

Second Officer 

A second officer usually refers to the third in the line of command for a flight crew on a 

commercial or non-military aircraft. Usually the second officer is a flight engineer who is 

also a licensed pilot. A second officer on some airlines is part of a relief crew. Rarely, such 

relief pilots are called third officer. The title derives from the nautical title indicating a third 

in command officer. Aircrew is personnel who operate an aircraft while in flight. The 

composition of the crew depends on the type of aircraft as well as the purpose of the flight. 

Third officer (Civil Aviation) 

Third officer is a lesser used civil aviation rank. It was primarily used by Pan American 

World Airways, particularly on its “Clippers” during the infancy of extended range airline 

routes. The third officer served as a relief pilot and aircrew member and could move between 

pilot, co-pilot, radio officer, and flight engineer positions to provide a rest period for the 

primary crews (Flying the World in Clipper Ships). Third officers in modern civil aviation 

are often not formally titled as such. Rather, these relief pilots take on a junior first officer 

rank or in some cases a second officer rank. 

Flight Attendant 

Flight attendants or cabin crew (also known as stewards/stewardesses, air hosts/ hostesses, 

cabin attendants) are members of an aircrew employed by airlines primarily to ensure the 

safety and comfort of passengers aboard commercial flights, on select business jet aircraft, 

and on some military aircraft. The role of a flight attendant derives from that of similar 

positions on passenger ships or passenger trains, but it has more direct involvement with 

passengers because of the confined quarters on aircraft. Additionally, the job of a flight 

attendant revolves around safety to a much greater extent than those of similar staff on other 
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forms of transportation. Flight attendants on board a flight collectively form a cabin crew, as 

distinguished from pilots and engineers in the cockpit. Heinrich Kubis was Germany’s (and 

the world’s) first flight attendant, in 1912. 

Chief Purser 

The Chief Purser (CP), also titled as Inflight Service Manager (ISM), Flight Service Manager 

(FSM), Cabin Service Manager (CSM) or Cabin Service Director (CSD) is the senior flight 

attendant in the chain of command of flight attendants. While not necessarily the most senior 

crew members on a flight (in years of service to their respective carrier), Chief Pursers can 

have varying levels of “in-flight” or “on board” bidding seniority or tenure in relation to their 

flying partners. To reach this position, a crew member requires some minimum years of 

service as flight attendant. Further training is mandatory, and Chief Pursers typically earn a 

higher salary than flight attendants because of the added responsibility and managerial role. 

Purser 

On modern airliners, the Cabin Manager (chief flight attendant) is often called the purser. The 

purser oversees the flight attendants by making sure airline passengers are safe and 

comfortable. A flight purser completes detailed reports and verifies all safety procedures are 

followed. The Purser is in-charge of the cabin crew, in a specific section of a larger aircraft, 

or the whole aircraft itself (if the purser is the highest ranking). On board a larger aircraft, 

Pursers assist the Chief Purser in managing the cabin. Pursers are flight attendants or a related 

job, typically with an airline for several years prior to application for, and further training to 

become a purser, and normally earn a higher salary than flight attendants because of the 

added responsibility and supervisory role. 

Flight Engineer 

A flight engineer is a member of the flight crew in an aircraft who monitors and operates 

aircraft systems. Flight engineers work in multiple types of aircraft: fixed-wing (airplanes), 

rotary wing (helicopters), tilt rotor, and space flight. As airplanes became eve larger requiring 

more engines and complex systems to operate, the workload on the two pilots became 

excessive during certain critical parts of the flight regime, notably takeoffs and landings. 

Piston engines on airplanes required a great deal of attention throughout the flight with their 

multitude of gauges and indicators. Inattention or a missed indication could result in engine 

or propeller failure, and quite possibly cause loss of the airplane if prompt corrective action 

was not taken. 

Loadmaster 

A loadmaster is an aircrew member on civilian aircraft or military transport aircraft. 

Loadmasters serve in the Air Force, Marines, Coast Guard and Navy of many nations or 

many civilian airliners. The loadmaster performs the calculations and plans cargo and 

passenger placement to keep the aircraft within permissible center of gravity limits 

throughout the flight. Loadmasters ensure cargo is placed on the aircraft in such a way as to 

revent overloading sensitive sections of the airframe and cargo floor. Considerations are also 

iven to civilian and military regulations which may prohibit the placement of one type of 

cargo in proximity to another. Unusual cargo may require special equipment to be loaded 

safely aboard the aircraft, limiting where the other cargo may feasibly be placed. Tactically, 

loadmasters may also directly affect combat readiness as they are also responsible for 

determining the load order of aircraft so that more tactically important material (e.g. 
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ammunition) is off-loaded and therefore ready to deploy faster than other support items; this 

may be especially germane to forward operating bases. The loadmaster may physically load 

the aircraft, but primarily supervises loading crews and procedures. Once positioned aboard 

the aircraft, the loadmaster ensures that their charge is properly secured, as an unexpected 

shift of the load can produce serious handling problems for the aircraft. Chains, straps, and 

integrated cargo locks are among the most common tools used to secure the cargo. Because 

cargo may shift during abrupt maneuvers, the loadmaster must determine the appropriate 

type(s), quantity and placement of cargo restraint. 

Pilot (Aircraft) 

A pilot or aviator is a person actively involved in flying an aircraft. Pilot is a somewhat more 

precise term, as the pilot by definition directly controls the aircraft whereas the slightly 

broader term aviator is a person who, though actively involved in flying the aircraft (whether 

plane, rotary-wing, powered or unpowered), does not necessarily directly control its path. 

People who fly aboard an aircraft, such as passengers and cabin crew, who are not involved 

in the aircraft’s flight systems are not generally considered aviators, but crew such as 

navigators, and flight engineers are generally included. The first recorded use of the term 

aviator (aviateur in French) was in 1887, as a variation of “aviation”, from the Latin avis 

(meaning bird), coined in 1863 by G. de la Landelle in Aviation Ou Navigation Aerienne 

(“Aviation or Air Navigation”). The term aviatrix (aviatrice in French), now archaic, was 

formerly used for a female aviator. These terms were used more in the early days of aviation, 

before anyone had ever seen an airplane fly, and it was used to denote bravery and adventure. 

Deadheading (Aviation) 

In aviation, deadheading is the practice of carrying members of an airline’s flight staff free of 

charge when they are not working. This most often happens when airline crew are located in 

the wrong place and need to travel to take up their duties (positioning). 

 

Air Traffic Control 

Air traffic control (ATC) is a service provided by ground-based controllers who direct 

aircraft on the ground and through controlled airspace, and can provide advisory services to 

aircraft in non-controlled airspace. The primary purpose of ATC worldwide is to prevent 

collisions, organize and expedite the flow of traffic, and provide information and other 

support for pilots. In some countries, ATC plays a security or defensive role, or is operated 

by the military. To prevent collisions, ATC enforces traffic separation rules, which ensure 

each aircraft maintains a minimum amount of empty space around it at all times. Many 

aircraft also have collision avoidance systems, which provide additional safety by warning 

pilots when other aircraft get too close. In many countries, ATC provides services to all 

private, military, and commercial aircraft operating within its airspace. Depending on the 

type of flight and the class of airspace, ATC may issue instructions that pilots are required to 

obey, or advisories (known as flight information in some countries) that pilots may, at their 

discretion, disregard. Generally the pilot in command is the final authority for the safe 

operation of the aircraft and may, in an emergency, deviate from ATC instructions to the 

extent required to maintain safe operation of their aircraft. 

Airport Control 
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The primary method of controlling the immediate airport environment is visual observation 

from the aerodrome control tower (TWR). The tower is a tall, windowed structure located on 

the airport grounds. Aerodrome or Tower controllers are responsible for the separation and 

efficient movement of aircraft and vehicles operating on the taxiways and runways of the 

airport itself, and aircraft in the air near the airport, generally 5 to 10 nautical miles (9 to 18 

km) depending on the airport procedures. Surveillance displays are also available to 

controllers at larger airports to assist with controlling air traffic. Controllers may use a radar 

system called Secondary Surveillance Radar for airborne traffic approaching and departing. 

These displays include a map of the area, the position of various aircraft, and data tags that 

include aircraft identification, speed, altitude, and other information described in local 

procedures. In adverse weather conditions the tower controllers may also use Surface 

Movement Radar (SMR), Surface Movement Guidance and Control Systems (SMGCS) or 

Advanced SMGCS to control traffic on the manoeuvring area (taxiways and runway). 

Ground Control 

Ground Control (sometimes known as Ground Movement Control) is responsible for the 

airport “movement” areas, as well as areas not released to the airlines or other users. This 

generally includes all taxiways, inactive runways, holding areas, and some transitional aprons 

or intersections where aircraft arrive, having vacated the runway or departure gate. Exact 

areas and control responsibilities are clearly defined in local documents and agreements at 

each airport. Any aircraft, vehicle, or person walking or working in these areas is required to 

have clearance from Ground Control. This is normally done via VHF/ UHF radio, but there 

may be special cases where other procedures are used. Aircraft or vehicles without radios 

must respond to ATC instructions via aviation light signals or else be led by vehicles with 

radios. People working on the airport surface normally have a communications link through 

which they can communicate with Ground Control, commonly either by handheld radio or 

even cell phone. Ground Control is vital to the smooth operation of the airport, because this 

position impacts the sequencing of departure aircraft, affecting the safety and efficiency of 

the airport’s operation. 

Local Control or Air Control 

Local Control (known to pilots as “Tower” or “Tower Control”) is responsible for the active 

runway surfaces. Local Control clears aircraft for takeoff or landing, ensuring that prescribed 

runway separation will exist at all times. If Local Control detects any unsafe condition, a 

landing aircraft may be told to “go-around” and be re-sequenced into the landing pattern by 

the approach or terminal area controller. Within the TWR, a highly disciplined 

communications process between Local Control and Ground Control is an absolute necessity. 

Ground Control must request and gain approval from Local Control to cross any active 

runway with any aircraft or vehicle. Likewise, Local Control must ensure that Ground 

Control is aware of any operations that will impact the taxiways, and work with the approach 

radar controllers to create “holes” or “gaps” in the arrival traffic to allow taxiing traffic to 

cross runways and to allow departing aircraft to take off. Crew Resource Management 

(CRM) procedures are often used to ensure this communication process is efficient and clear, 

although this is not as prevalent as CRM for pilots. 

Flight Data / Clearance Delivery 
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Clearance Delivery is the position that issues route clearances to aircraft, typically before 

they commence taxiing. These contain details of the route that the aircraft is expected to fly 

after departure. Clearance Delivery or, at busy airports, the Traffic Management Coordinator 

(TMC) will, if necessary, coordinate with the en route center and national command center or 

flow control to obtain releases for aircraft. Often, however, such releases are given 

automatically or are controlled by local agreements allowing “free-flow” departures. When 

weather or extremely high demand for a certain airport or airspace becomes a factor, there 

may be ground “stops” (or “slot delays”) or re-routes may be necessary to ensure the system 

does not get overloaded. The primary responsibility of Clearance Delivery is to ensure that 

the aircraft have the proper route and slot time. This information is also coordinated with the 

en route center and Ground Control in order to ensure that the aircraft reaches the runway in 

time to meet the slot time provided by the command center. At some airports, Clearance 

Delivery also plans aircraft push-backs and engine starts, in which case it is known as the 

Ground Movement Planner (GMP): this position is particularly important at heavily 

congested airports to prevent taxiway and apron gridlock. 

Approach and Terminal Control 

Many airports have a radar control facility that is associated with the airport. In most 

countries, this is referred to as Terminal Control; in the U.S., it is referred to as a TRACON 

(Terminal Radar Approach Control). While every airport varies, terminal controllers usually 

handle traffic in a 30-to-50-nautical-mile (56 to 93 km) radius from the airport. Where there 

are many busy airports close together, one consolidated Terminal Control Center may service 

all the airports. The airspace boundaries and altitudes assigned to a Terminal Control Center, 

which vary widely from airport to airport, are based on factors such as traffic flows, 

neighboring airports and terrain. A large and complex example is the London Terminal 

Control Centre which controls traffic for five main London airports up to 20,000 feet (6,100 

m) and out to 100 nautical miles (190 km). Terminal controllers are responsible for providing 

all ATC services within their airspace. Traffic flow is broadly divided into departures, 

arrivals, and over flights. As aircraft move in and out of the terminal airspace, they are 

handed off to the next appropriate control facility (a control tower, an en-route control 

facility, or a bordering terminal or approach control). 

En-Route, Center, or Area Control 

ATC provides services to aircraft in flight between airports as well. Pilots fly under one of 

two sets of rules for separation: Visual Flight Rules (VFR) or Instrument Flight Rules (IFR). 

Air traffic controllers have different responsibilities to aircraft operating under the different 

sets of rules. While IFR flights are under positive control, in the US VFR pilots can request 

flight following, which provides traffic advisory services on a time permitting basis and may 

also provide assistance in avoiding areas of weather and flight restrictions. Across Europe, 

pilots may request for a “Flight Information Service”, which is similar to flight following. In 

the UK it is known as a “Traffic Service”. En-route air traffic controllers issue clearances and 

instructions for airborne aircraft, and pilots are required to comply with these instructions. 

En-route controllers also provide air traffic control services to many smaller airports around 

the country, including clearance off of the ground and clearance for approach to an airport. 
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AIRPORT OPERATION 

Each time a pilot operates an airplane; the flight normally begins and ends at an airport. An 

airport maybe a small sod field or a large complex utilized by air carriers. This chapter 

discusses airport operations and identifies features of an airport complex, as well as provides 

information on operating on or in the vicinity of an airport. There are two types of airports. 

➢ Controlled Airport 

➢ Uncontrolled Airport 

Controlled Airport 

A controlled airport has an operating control tower. Air traffic control (ATC) is responsible 

for providing for the safe, orderly, and expeditious flow of air traffic at airports where the 

type of operations and/or volume of traffic require such a service. Pilots operating from a 

controlled airport are required to maintain two-way radio communication with air traffic 

controllers, and to acknowledge and comply with their instructions. 

Uncontrolled Airport 

An uncontrolled airport does not have an operating control tower. Two-way radio 

communications are not required, although it is a good operating practice for pilots to 

transmit their intentions on the specified frequency for the benefit of other traffic in the area. 

Airport Data Source 

When a pilot flies into a different airport, it is important to review the current data for that 

airport. This data can provide the pilot with information, such as communication frequencies, 

services available, closed runways, or airport construction. Three common sources of 

information are: 

➢ Aeronautical Charts - Aeronautical charts provide specific information on airports.  

➢ Airport/Facility Directory (A/FD) - The Airport/Facility Directory (A/FD) provides 

the most comprehensive information on a given airport. It contains information on airports, 

heliports, and seaplane bases that are open to the public. The A/FDs are contained in seven 

books, which are organized by regions.  These A/FDs are revisedevery 8 weeks. 

➢ Notices to Airmen (NOTAMs) - Notices to Airmen (NOTAMs) provide the most current 

information available. They provide time-critical information on airports and changes that 

affect the national airspace system and are of concern to instrument flight rule (IFR) 

operations. NOTAM information is classified into three categories. These are NOTAM-D or 

distant, NOTAM-L or local, and flight data center (FDC) NOTAMs. NOTAM-Ds are 

attached to hourly weather reports and are available at flight service stations. 

Airport Markings and Signs 

There are markings and signs used at airports, which provide directions and assist pilots in 

airport operations. Some of the most common markings and signs will be discussed. 

Additional information may be found in the Aeronautical Information Manual. 

Runway Markings 

Runway markings vary depending on the type of operations conducted at the airport. A basic 

VFR runway may only have centerline markings and runway numbers. Since aircraft are 

affected by the wind during takeoffs and landings, runways are laid out according to the local 

prevailing winds. Runway numbers are in reference to magnetic north. Certain airports have 

two or even three runways laid out in the same direction. These are referred to as parallel 
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runways and are distinguished by a letter being added to the runway number. Examples are 

runway 36L (left), 36C (center), and 36R (right). 

Taxiway Markings 

Airplanes use taxiways to transition from parking areas to the runway. Taxiways are 

identified by a continuous yellow centerline stripe. A taxiway may include edge markings to 

define the edge of the taxiway. This is usually done when the taxiway edge does not 

correspond with the edge of the pavement. If an edge marking is a continuous line, the paved 

shoulder is not intended to be used by an airplane. If it is a dashed marking, an airplane may 

use that portion of the pavement. Where a taxiway approaches a runway, there may be a 

holding position marker. These consist of four yellow lines (two solid and two dashed). The 

solid lines are where the airplane is to hold. At some controlled airports, holding position 

markings may be found on a runway. They are used when there are intersecting runways, and 

air traffic control issues instructions such as “cleared to land—hold short of runway 30.” 

Other Markings 

Some of the other markings found on the airport include vehicle roadway markings, VOR 

receiver checkpoint markings, and non-movement area boundary markings. Vehicle roadway 

markings are used when necessary to define a pathway for vehicle crossing areas that are also 

intended for aircraft. These markings usually consist of a solid white line to delineate each 

edge of the roadway and a dashed line to separate lanes within the edges of the roadway. 

Runway Lighting 

There are various lights that identify parts of the runway complex. These assist a pilot in 

safely making a takeoff or landing during night operations. Runway End Identifier Lights 

(REIL) is installed at many airfields to provide rapid and positive identification of the 

approach end of a particular runway. The system consists of a pair of synchronized flashing 

lights located laterally on each side of the runway threshold. Runway edge lights are used to 

outline the edges of runways at night or during low visibility conditions. These lights are 

classified according to the intensity they are capable of producing. They are classified as 

High Intensity Runway Lights (HIRL), Medium Intensity Runway Lights (MIRL), or Low 

Intensity Runway Lights (LIRL). Omni-directional taxiway lights outline the edges of the 

taxiway and are blue in color. At many airports, the sedge lights may have variable intensity 

settings that may be adjusted by an air traffic controller when deemed necessary or when 

requested by the pilot. Some airports also have taxiway centerline lights that are green in 

color. 

CLASSIFICATION OF AIR PORTS 

Airports are presently classified in the following manner: 

1. International Airports: These are declared as international airports and are available for 

scheduled international operations by Indian and foreign carriers. Presently, Mumbai, Delhi, 

Chennai, Calcutta and Thiruvananthapuram are in this category. 

2. Custom Airports: These have custom and immigration facilities for limited international 

operations by national carriers and for foreign tourist and cargo charter flights. These include 

Bangalore, Hyderabad, Ahmedabad, Calicut, Goa, Varanasi, Patna, Agra, Jaipur, Amritsar 

and Tiruchirappali. 

3. Model Airports: These are domestic airports which have minimum runway length of 7500 

feet and adequate terminal capacity to handle Airbus 320 type of aircraft. These can cater to 
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limited international traffic, if required. These include Lucknow, Bhubaneshwar, Guwahati, 

Nagpur, Vadodara, Coimbatore, Imphal and Indore. 

4. Other Domestic Airports: All other airports are covered in this category. 

5. Civil Enclaves in Defence Airport: There are 28 civil enclaves in Defence airfields. 

 

Ground Facilities 

1. Speed is the essence of air transport. The AAI will set standards of performance in 

various areas of passenger and cargo handling, so that both ICAO standards as well as 

comparable standards at similar airports around the world, are achieved. For this 

purpose, procedures will be simplified, regulations which delay or restrict movement of 

traffic reviewed and efforts made to reduce ground delays to a minimum. 

2. Dwell time of passengers and cargo will be drastically reduced, thus enhancing capacity 

at existing airports. The short-term objective will be to clear incoming international 

passengers within 45 minutes of arrival and clear departing passengers in 60 minutes 

including check-in-time. Similar targets of 30 and 45 minutes respectively, will be laid 

down for domestic flights. 

3. Technological and other improvements will be made by introduction of automation and 

computerization, mobile check-in counters, improvement in emigration/ immigration 

and security checks, mechanization of baggage and ground handling services, provision 

of aero-bridges, introduction of better systems of passenger transfer between terminals, 

improvement in cargo terminals, reduction in bunching of flights and contracting out of 

operating and maintenance facilities. New approaches in airport design will be required 

to accommodate technological innovations like the New Large Aircraft. Construction 

technology and architectural inputs will also need to be updated to standards applicable 

globally. 

4. Efforts will be made to upgrade the facilities, manpower, equipment, etc., by concerned 

departments and institutions like customs, immigration, meteorology, oil companies, 

etc., so that these keep pace with the upgradation of airports, enabling the users to 

experience the optimum benefits of airports as ‘cohesive’ transit points. 

5. Apart from the AAI and the national carriers, private agencies will also be encouraged 

for providing ground handling services. 

Cargo Handling 

1. Special attention needs to be given to the speedy handling of cargo and reducing its 

dwell time. The objective will be to reduce dwell time of exports from the present level 

of 4 days to 12 hours and of imports for the present level of 4 weeks to 24 hours to 

bring us in line with internationally achieved norms. Cargo clearance will be on 24-

hour basis 

2. Infrastructure relating to cargo handling like satellite freight cities with multi-modal 

transport, cargo terminals, cold storage, automatic storage and retrieval systems, 

mechanised transportation of cargo, computerization and automation, etc., will be set 

up on top priority basis. Such facilities have to come up at smaller places too.  

3. The Electronic Data Interchange systems will be developed and linked amongst all 

stake-holders in the trade. 
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Commercial Activities 

1. Across the world, the trend is towards a very high percentage, ranging from 60 to 70%, 

of the total revenue of airport operators being generated from non-aeronautical sources 

at major airports. In India, although these services are even now provided by private 

agencies, the comparable figure for AAI at international airports is just 22%. There will 

be a major thrust towards increasing the share of commercial revenue emerging from 

non-aeronautical sources. This will help in optimal exploitation of the full commercial 

potential of airports and make many airports not only viable but capable of generating 

surpluses for further expansion and development. 

2. In order to maximize the revenue while at the same time maintain transparency, there 

will be a master plan for development of commercial activities and facilities, as part of 

the overall master plan approved by the management, for the airport as a whole. The 

space-use patterns will normally not be deviated from.  

3. In the allocation of space among concessionaires, there will be a strict adherence to 

stipulated procedures, while maintaining sufficient flexibility in order to ensure quality 

products and services and attract the holders of reputed brand-names. For this purpose, 

innovative tendering procedures involving limited tenders, two-bid system, use of net 

present value of bids spread over several years, grant of management contracts, 

bunching of similar facilities etc. will be devised. 

4. Except for user developmental fees, there will be total freedom for airport operators in 

the matter of raising revenue through non-aeronautical charges and there will not be 

any Government control over the same. 

Airport – Check-In-Facilities 

Airport check-in uses service counters found at commercial airports handling commercial air 

travel. The check-in is normally handled by an airline itself or a handling agent working on 

behalf of an airline. Passengers usually hand over any baggage that they do not wish or are 

not allowed to carry on to the aircraft’s cabin and receive a boarding pass before they can 

proceed to board their aircraft. Check-in is usually the first procedure for a passenger when 

arriving at an airport, as airline regulations require passengers to check in by certain times 

prior to the departure of a flight. This duration spans from 15 minutes to 4 hours depending 

on the destination and airline. During this process, the passenger has the ability to ask for 

special accommodations such as seating preferences, inquire about flight or destination 

information, make changes to reservations, accumulate frequent flyer program miles, or pay 

for upgrades. 

Passenger Identity Registration 

At the time of check-in one of the Agent’s primary duties is to check for valid documents. 

This includes tickets, passports, visas, letters of consent etc. (depending on the type of visit, 

the arrival and destination of the trip). In countries like the United States and United 

Kingdom, which has special requirements, passengers have to provide information like their 

name, address and contact details of places in which they live, from which they are taking the 

flight and in which they intend to stay once in the United States and United Kingdom 

respectively. This information, known as Advance Passenger Information, is now usually 

collected online with or after the flight booking. 
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Baggage Registration 

At the time of check-in, the passenger hands over baggage which is checked by the airport 

security and sealed. Anything that is above the weight limit or which is not allowed to be 

carried by the passenger himself to the aircraft cabin is usually handed over to the agent at the 

time of check-in. The baggage allowance, if any, is prescribed by the airline and anything in 

excess will warrant additional surcharges. These baggage restrictions are based on the class 

the passenger is traveling. E.g. Economy Class, First Class, Executive Class. 

Online Check-in 

Online check-in is the process in which passengers confirm their presence on a flight via the 

Internet and typically print their own boarding passes. Depending on the carrier and the 

specific flight, passengers may also enter details such as meal options and baggage quantities 

and select their preferred seating.This service is generally promoted by the airlines to 

passengers as being easier and faster because it reduces the time a passenger would normally 

spend at an airport check-in counter. Some airlines, however, would still require passengers 

to proceed to a check-in counter at the airport, regardless of preferred check-in method, for 

document verification (e.g., to travel to countries where a visa is required, or to ensure the 

credit card used to purchase is genuine and/or matches the identity of the person who made 

the purchase). If passengers need to continue the check-in process at the airport after 

performing an online check-in, a special lane is typically offered to them to reduce wait times 

unless all desks are designated as baggage drop-off points. Furthermore, online check-in for a 

flight is often available earlier than its in-person counterpart. Alaska Airlines was the first to 

offer online check-in. 

Mobile Check-in 

In the mid-late 2000s, checking in was made possible using a passenger’s mobile phone or 

PDA. A GPRS or 3G-capable smart phone or an internet-capable PDA is required, and the 

check-in feature may be accessed by keying in a website on the mobile phone’s browser or by 

downloading a dedicated application. The process is then similar to that which one would 

expect when checking in using a personal computer. At the end of the mobile check-in 

process, some airlines send a mobile boarding pass to a passenger’s mobile device, which can 

be scanned at the airport during security checks and boarding. However, others send an 

electronic confirmation with a barcode that can be presented to the staff at check-in or 

scanned at the kiosks to continue the check-in process. 

Gate/Lounge Check-in 

Domestic services introduced a self-check-in process allowing passengers with bags to arrive 

and check-in at the self-service kiosks up to 10 min prior to departure time. Passengers then 

attach the baggage tag and drop the bag themselves at the baggage drop belt. However, 

passengers without checked luggage can go straight to the lounge (if entitled to lounge 

access) and check in at the kiosk there using their e-Pass or proceed straight to the departure 

gate when boarding using either their e-Pass or m-Pass. 

Premium Check-in and Lounge Access 

If the passenger carries a first or business class ticket or presents a certain frequent flyer 

program membership card (usually the higher-level tiers), or any other arrangements with the 

carrier, access to the premium check-in area and/or the lounge may be offered. Premium 

check-in areas vary among airlines and airports. The main airport in which an airline hub is 
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located normally offers a more thorough and exclusive premium check-in experience, 

normally inside a separate check-in lounge. For example, Air New Zealand’s Auckland 

International premium check-in lounge provides a dedicated customs clearance counter and 

direct shortcut access to the security checkpoints. Airlines operating in minor airports 

generally offer an exclusive and separate premium check-in queue lane, often combined for 

its first, business, and/or premium economy passengers. 

CIVIL AVIATION 

Civil aviation is one of two major categories of flying, representing all non-military aviation, 

both private and commercial. Most of the countries in the world are members of 

the International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) and work together to establish 

common standards and recommended practices for civil aviation through that agency. 

Civil aviation includes two major categories: 

• Scheduled air transport, including all passenger and cargo flights operating on regularly 

scheduled routes; and 

• General aviation (GA), including all other civil flights, private or commercial 

Although scheduled air transport is the larger operation in terms of passenger numbers, GA is 

larger in the number of flights (and flight hours, in the U.S.[1]) In the U.S., GA carries 166 

million passengers each year,[2] more than any individual airline, though less than all the 

airlines combined. Since 2004, the US Airlines combined have carried over 600 million 

passengers each year, and in 2014, they carried a combined 662,819,232 passengers.[3] 

Some countries also make a regulatory distinction based on whether aircraft are flown for 

hire like: 

• Commercial aviation includes most or all flying done for hire, particularly scheduled 

service on airlines; and 

• Private aviation includes pilots flying for their own purposes (recreation, business 

meetings, etc.) without receiving any kind of remuneration. 

A British Airways Boeing 747-400departs London Heathrow Airport. This is an example of 

a commercial aviationservice. 

All scheduled air transport is commercial, but general aviation can be either commercial or 

private. Normally, the pilot, aircraft, and operator must all be authorized to perform 

commercial operations through separate commercial licensing, registration, and operation 

certificates. 

History of civil aviation: 

Post war aviation 

After World War Ⅱ, commercial aviation grew rapidly, using mostly ex-military aircraft to 

transport people and cargo. This growth was accelerated by the glut of heavy and super-

heavy bomber airframes like the B-29 and Lancaster that could be converted into commercial 

aircraft. The DC-3 were also made for easier and longer commercial flights. The first 

commercial jet airliner to fly was the British de Havilland Comet. By 1952, the British state 
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airline BOAC had introduced the Comet into scheduled service. While a technical 

achievement, the plane suffered a series of highly public failures, as the shape of the windows 

led to cracks due to metal fatigue. The fatigue was caused by cycles of pressurization and 

depressurization of the cabin, and eventually led to catastrophic failure of the plane's 

fuselage. By the time the problems were overcome, other jet airliner designs had already 

taken to the skies. 

Civil aviation authorities 

The Convention on International Civil Aviation (the "Chicago Convention") was originally 

established in 1944; it states that signatories should collectively work to harmonize and 

standardize the use of airspace for safety, efficiency and regularity of air transport.[4] Each 

signatory country, of which there are at least 188, has a civil aviation authority (such as 

the FAA in the United States) to oversee the following areas of civil aviation:[citation needed] 

• Personnel licensing — regulating the basic training and issuance of licenses and 

certificates. 

• Flight operations — carrying out safety oversight of commercial operators. 

• Airworthiness — issuing certificates of registration and certificates of airworthiness to 

civil aircraft, and overseeing the safety of aircraft maintenance organizations. 

• Aerodromes — designing and constructing aerodrome facilities. 

• Air traffic services — managing the traffic inside of a country's airspace. 

CIVIL AVIATION IN INDIA 

Civil aviation in India traces its origin back to 1911, when the first commercial civil 

aviation flight took off from Allahabad for Naini. 

Air India is India's national flag carrier after merging with Indian (airline) in 2011[1] and 

plays a major role in connecting India with the rest of the world.[2] IndiGo, Jet Airways, Air 

India, Spicejet and GoAir are the major carriers in order of their market share.[3] These 

airlines connect more than 80 cities across India and also operate overseas routes after the 

liberalisation of Indian aviation. Several other foreign airlines connect Indian cities with other 

major cities across the globe. However, a large section of country's air transport potential 

remains untapped, even though the Mumbai-Delhi air corridor was ranked 10th 

by Amadeus in 2012 among the world's busiest routes.[4][5] 

India is the fourth largest civil aviation market in the world having a potential of becoming 

third largest aviation market by 2020. It recorded an air traffic of 131 million passengers in 

2016, of which 100 million were domestic passengers. The largest airline by international 

passenger traffic was Jet Airways which transported over 10 million passengers in and out of 

India in 2016, followed by Air India and AI Express (8.8 million). In third place was 

Emirates (5.46 million), which is the largest foreign airline operating in India.[6 

In March 1953, the Indian Parliament passed the Air Corporations Act. India's airline 

industry was nationalised and the eight domestic airlines operating independently at that 

time, Deccan Airways, Airways India, Bharat Airways, Himalayan Aviation, Kalinga 

Airlines, Indian National Airways, Air India and Air Services of India were merged into two 
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government owned entities. Indian Airlines focussed on domestic routes and Air India 

International on international services.[9] The International Airports Authority of India (IAAI) 

was constituted in 1972 while the National Airports Authority was constituted in 1986. The 

Bureau of Civil Aviation Security was established in 1987 following the tragic crash of Air 

India Flight 182. Pushpaka Aviation operated scheduled international passenger flights from 

Bombay to Sharjah, as an associate carrier of Air India from 1979 to 1983. 

East-West Airlines was the first national level private airline to operate in the country after 

the government de-regularised the civil aviation sector in 1991. The government allowed 

private airlines to operate charter and non-scheduled services under the ‘Air Taxi’ Scheme 

until 1994, when the Air Corporation Act was repealed and private airlines could now operate 

scheduled services. Private airlines like Jet Airways, Air Sahara, Modiluft, Damania 

Airways and NEPC Airlines among others commenced domestic operations during this 

period.[9] 

Air India placed orders for more than 68 jets from Boeing for US$7.5 billion in 2006 

while Indian placed orders for 43 jets from Airbus for US$2.5 billion in 2005.[10][11] Jet 

Airways invested millions of dollars to increase its fleet,[12] but was later put on hold due to 

the recent economic slowdown.[13] IndiGo announced orders for 100 Airbus 

A320s worth US$6 billion during the Paris Air Show, the highest by any Asian domestic 

carrier.[14] Kingfisher Airlines became the first Indian air carrier on 15 June 2005 to 

order Airbus A380 aircraft worth US$3 billion.[15][16] 

More than half a dozen low-cost carriers entered the Indian market in 2004–05. Major new 

entrants included Air Deccan, Air Sahara, Kingfisher Airlines, SpiceJet, GoAir, Paramount 

Airways and IndiGo. But Indian aviation industry struggled due to economic slowdown, 

rising fuel and operation costs. This led to consolidation, buy outs and discontinuations in the 

Indian airline industry. In 2007, Air Sahara and Air Deccan were acquired by Jet Airways 

and Kingfisher Airlines respectively. Paramount Airways ceased operations in 2010 and 

Kingfisher shut down in 2012. Etihad Airways agreed to acquire 24% stake in Jet in 

2013. AirAsia India, a low cost carrier operating as a joint venture between Air Asia and Tata 

Sons launched in 2014. As of 2013–14, only IndiGo and GoAir were generating profits.[17] 

Market 

India is the fourth largest civil aviation market in the world having a potential of becoming 

third largest aviation market by 2020. It recorded an air traffic of 131 million passengers in 

2016, of which 100 million were domestic passengers.[18] The market is also estimated to 

have 800 aircraft by 2020.[19] 

In 2015, Boeing projected India's demand for aircraft to touch 1,740, valued at $240 billion, 

over the next 20 years in India. This would account for 4.3 per cent of global volumes. 

According to Airbus, India will be one of the top three aviation markets globally in the next 

20 years. Airbus is expecting an annual growth rate of over 11 per cent for the domestic 

market in India over the next ten years, while the combined growth rate for domestic and 

international routes would also be more than 10 per cent.[20] 

Regulations 
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The industry is governed by the provisions of Aircraft Act.[21][22] According to the ‘5/20 rule,’ 

all airlines in India need five years of domestic flying experience and at least 20 aircraft in its 

fleet in order to fly abroad.[23] The proposal to review or scrap the 5/20 rule had come up 

during the tenure of former aviation minister Ajit Singh and around the same time when Tata 

Group evinced interest in investing in airline sector.[24] 

Regulations requiring hand baggage tags to be stamped by security personnel at all airports 

was introduced from 1992.[25] Between 15-21 December 2016, the CISF conducted a week-

long trial at 6 airports during which all domestic passengers would be exempted from the 

stamping requirement.[26] Civil aviation security regulator Bureau of Civil Aviation Security 

(BCAS) announced on 23 February 2017, that stamping baggage tags was no longer required 

at 7 airports - Delhi, Mumbai, Kolkata, Bengaluru, Hyderabad, Ahmedabad and 

Cochin.[27] The Ministry of Civil Aviation intends to gradually eliminate the requirement 

from all airports.[28] 

Ministry of civil aviation 

The Ministry of Civil Aviation (MoCA) of Government of India is the nodal Ministry 

responsible for the formulation of national policies and programmes for development and 

regulation of civilian aviation, and for devising and implementing schemes for the orderly 

growth and expansion of civilian air transport. Its functions extend to overseeing airport 

facilities, air traffic services and carriage of passengers and goods by air. The Ministry also 

administers implementation of the 1934 Aircraft Act and is administratively responsible for 

the Commission of Railways Safety. 

The ministry also controls aviation related autonomous organisations like the Airports 

Authority of India (AAI), Bureau of Civil Aviation Security (BCAS), Indira Gandhi 

Rashtriya Uran Akademi and Public Sector Undertakings including Air India, Pawan Hans 

Helicopters Limited and Hindustan Aeronautics Limited.[29 

DGCA 

The Directorate General of Civil Aviation (DGCA) is the national regulatory body for civil 

aviation under the Ministry of Civil Aviation. This directorate investigates aviation accidents 

and incidents.[30] The government of India is planning to replace the organisation with a Civil 

Aviation Authority (CAA), modelled on the lines of the American Federal Aviation 

Administration (FAA). 

Airports authority of India 

AAI's implementation of Automatic Dependence Surveillance System (ADSS), using 

indigenous technology at Kolkata and Chennai Air Traffic Control Centres, made India the 

first country to use this technology in the Southeast Asian region, thus enabling air traffic 

control over oceanic areas using a satellite mode of communication. Performance-based 

navigation (PBN) procedures have already been implemented at Mumbai, Delhi and 

Ahmedabad Airports, and are likely to be implemented at other airports in a phased manner. 

AAI is implementing the GAGAN project in technological collaboration with the Indian 

Space Research Organization (ISRO), where the satellite-based system will be used for 

navigation. The navigation signals thus received from the GPS will be augmented to meet the 
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navigational requirements of aircraft. The first phase of the technology's demonstration 

system was completed in February 2008.[citation needed] 

AAI has four training establishments: the Civil Aviation Training College (CATC) 

at Allahabad; the National Institute of Aviation Management and Research (NIAMAR) at 

Delhi; and the Fire Training Centres (FTC) at Delhi and Kolkata. An Aerodrome Visual 

Simulator (AVS) has been provided at CATC, and non-radar procedural ATC simulator 

equipment is being supplied to CATC Allahabad and Hyderabad Airport. AAI has a 

dedicated Flight Inspection Unit (FIU) with a fleet of three aircraft fitted with flight 

inspection systems to inspect Instrument Landing Systems up to Cat-III, VORs, DMEs, 

NDBs, VGSI (PAPI, VASI) and RADAR (ASR/MSSR). In addition to in-house flight 

calibration of its navigational aids, AAI undertakes flight calibration of navigational aids for 

the Indian Air Force, Indian Navy, Indian Coast Guard and other private airfields in the 

country.AAI has entered into joint ventures at 

the Mumbai, Delhi, Hyderabad, Bangalore and Nagpur airports to upgrade these airports. 

SAFETY AND SECURITY OF AIR TRANSPORTATION 

A New Context in Transport Security: While issues of safety and security have been before 

transport planners and managers for many years, it is only recently that physical security has 

become an over-riding issue. Over this, an important nuance must be provided between 

criminal activities and terrorism. While both seek to exploit the security weaknesses of 

transportation, they do so for very different reasons.  

Terrorism is at start a symbolic activity seeking forms of destruction and disruption to coerce 

a political or religious agenda. In this context, transportation is mostly a target. Criminal 

activities are seeking an economic return from illegal transactions such as drugs, weapons, 

piracy and illegal immigration. In this context, transportation is mostly a vector for illegal 

transactions. Concerns were already being raised in the past, but the tragic events of 9/11 

thrust the issue of physical security into public domain as never before and set in motion 

responses that have re-shaped transportation in unforeseen ways.  

In addition, threats to health, such as the spread of pandemics, present significant challenges 

to transport planning and operations. Because of the nature of transport systems, safety and 

security issue concerns the modes and the terminals. Each involves a different set of issues. 

As locations where passengers and freight are assembled and dispersed, terminals have 

particularly been a focus of concern about security and safety. Because railway stations and 

airports are some of the most densely populated sites anywhere, crowd control and safety 

have been issues that have preoccupied managers for a long time. Access is monitored and 

controlled, and movements are channelled along pathways that provide safe access to and 

from platforms and gates. In the freight industry security concerns have been directed in two 

areas: worker safety and theft.  

Traditionally, freight terminals have been dangerous work places. With heavy goods being 

moved around yards and loaded onto vehicles using large mobile machines or manually, 

accidents were systemic. Significant improvements have been made over the years, through 

worker education and better organization of operations, but freight terminals are still 

comparatively hazardous. The issue of thefts has been one of the most severe problems 

confronting all types of freight terminals, especially where high value goods are being 
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handled. Docks in particular, have been seen as places where organized crime has established 

control over local labor unions. Over the years, access to freight terminals has been 

increasingly restricted, and the deployment of security personnel has helped control thefts 

somewhat. In light of the emergence of global supply chains the emphasis in freight 

transport security is gradually shifting into a more comprehensive but complex approach 

including several dimensions and potential measures: 

• Dimensions. Particularly concern the integrity of the cargo, the route and the 

information systems managing the supply chain. 

• Measures. The set of procedures that can be implemented to maintain the integrity of 

the cargo, namely inspections, the security of facilities and personnel as well as of the 

data. 

The expected outcomes of these measures include: 

• Reduced risk of disruptions of trade in response to security threats. 

• Improved security against theft and diversion of cargo, with reductions in direct 

losses (cargo and sometime the vehicle) and indirect costs (e.g. higher insurance 

premiums). 

• Improved security against illegal transport of goods such counterfeits, narcotics 

and weapons, and of persons. 

• Reduced risk of evasion of duties and taxes. 

• Increased confidence in the international trading system by current and potential 

shippers of goods. 

• Improved screening process (cost and time) and simplified procedures. 

Still, in spite of the qualitative benefits, the setting and implementation of security measures 

come at a cost that must be assumed by the shippers and eventually by the consumers. It has 

been estimated that an increase of 1% in the costs of trading internationally would cause a 

decrease in trade flows of in the range of 2 to 3%. Security based measures could increase 

total costs between 1% and 3%. Additionally, the impacts are not uniformly assumed as 

developing countries, particularly export-oriented economies, tend to have higher transport 

costs. Security measures can affect them in a greater fashion. 

Physical Security of Passengers:  Airports have been the focus of security concerns for 

many decades. High-jacking aircraft came to the fore in the 1970s, when terrorist groups in 

the Middle East exploited the lack of security to commandeer planes for ransom and 

publicity. Refugees fleeing dictatorships also found taking over aircraft a possible route to 

freedom. In response, the airline industry and the international regulatory body, ICAO, 

established screening procedures for passengers and bags. This process seems to have 

worked in the short run at least, with reductions in hijackings, although terrorists changed 

their tactics by placing bombs in un-accompanied luggage and packages, as for example in 

the Air India crash off Ireland in 1985 and the Lockerbie, Scotland, crash of Pan Am 103 in 

1988.The growth in passenger traffic and the development of hub and spoke networks placed 

a great deal of strain on the security process. There were wide disparities in the 

effectiveness of passenger screening at different airports, and because passengers were 

being routed by hubs, the numbers of passengers in transit through the hub airports grew 
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significantly. Concerns were being raised by some security experts, but the costs of 

improving screening and the need to process ever larger numbers of passengers and maintain 

flight schedules caused most carriers to oppose tighter security measures. The situation was 

changed irrevocably by the events of September 11, 2001.  

The US government created the Department of Homeland Security which in turn established 

a Transportation Security Authority (TSA) to oversee the imposition of strict new security 

measures on the industry. Security involves many steps, from restricting access to airport 

facilities, fortifying cockpits, the setting of no fly lists, to the more extensive security 

screening of passengers. Screening now involves more rigorous inspections of passengers and 

their baggage at airports, including restrictions on what can be personally carried in airplanes 

such as gels and liquids. For foreign nationals, inspection employs biometric identification, 

which at present involves checking fingerprints, but in the future may include retinal scans 

and facial pattern recognition. A new system, the Computer Assisted Passenger Pre-screening 

System (CAPPS II) was introduced. It required more personal information from travellers 

when they book their flights, which is used to provide a risk assessment of each passenger. 

Passengers considered as high risk were further screened. However, this program was 

cancelled in 2004, mostly because it created too many false positives, and replaced by 

the Secure Flight program working under similar principles but entirely managed by the 

TSA. From 2009, all the flights originating, bound to or flying over the United States had 

their list of passengers cross-referenced by a central no-fly list managed by the TSA. The 

imposition of these measures has come at a considerable cost, which were estimated to be 

more than $7.4 billion annually by IATA. A significant factor has been the screening of 

passengers with the hiring and training of a workforce, the purchase of improved screening 

machines and the re-designing of airport security procedures. Further, aircraft design and 

operations have been changed, including the introduction of reinforced cabin doors. These 

measures also had an impact on passenger throughputs, with an estimated 5% decline 

attributed to security measures. Clearing security has become the most important source of 

delays in the passenger boarding process. Passengers are now expected to arrive 2 hours 

before departure at the terminal in order to clear security. It is therefore not surprising that 

there has been a modal shift to road (and to some extent rail where services are available) for 

air travel involving shorter distances (500 km or less). This shift has been linked with 

additional road fatalities, an unintended consequence of additional security measures. 

Security issues have had a negative effect on the air transport industry as costs increased with 

delays and inconveniences to passengers increasing as well. However, these delays and 

inconveniences are now considered part of contemporary air travel with passengers 

accustomed to security requirements. The burden security and custom procedures impose at 

major ports of entry have also incited the expansion of customs pre-clearance programs. 

Freight Security: Security in the freight industry has always been a major problem. Illegal 

immigrants, drug smuggling, custom duty evasion, piracy, and the deployment of sub-

standard vessels (higher propensity to accidents) have been some of the most important 

concerns. However, as in the air passenger business, the events of 9/11 highlighted a new set 

of security issues. The scale and scope of these problems in freight is of an even greater 

magnitude. The less regulated and greater international dimensions of the shipping 

industry in particular have made it a vulnerable to security breaches. The large number of 
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ports, the vast fleet of global shipping and the range of products carried in vessels, and the 

difficulty of detection has made the issue of security in shipping an extremely difficult one to 

address. For ports, vulnerabilities (unauthorized access to cargo and facilities) can both be 

exploited from the land side as well as on the maritime side. The container, which has greatly 

facilitated globalization, makes it extremely difficult to identify illicit and/or dangerous 

cargoes. In the absence of scanners that can scan the entire box, manual inspection becomes a 

time consuming and virtually impossible task considering the large volumes 

involved. Hubbing compounds the problem, as large numbers of containers are required to 

be handled with minimum delays and inconvenience.In the US the response was to enact the 

Maritime Transportation and Security Act in 2002. The basic elements of this legislation 

were adopted by the International Maritime Organization (IMO) in December 2002 as the 

International Ship and Port Security code (ISPS). There are three important features of these 

interventions: 

• First, is the requirement of an Automated Identity System (AIS) for all vessels 

between 300 and 50,000 dwt. AIS requires vessels to have a permanently marked and 

visible identity number, and there must be a record maintained of its flag, port of 

registry and address of the registered owner. 

• Second, each port must undertake a security assessment. This involves an assessment 

of its assets and facilities and an assessment of the effects of damages that might be 

caused. The port must then evaluate the risks, and identify its weaknesses to its 

physical security, communication systems, utilities etc. 

• Third, is that all cargoes destined for the US must receive customs clearance prior 

to the departure of the ship. In addition, it is proposed that biometric identification 

for seafarers to be implemented and that national databases of sailors to be 

maintained. 

The ISPS code is being implemented in ports around the world. Without certification, a port 

would have difficulty in trading with the US. Security is thus becoming a factor in a port’s 

competitiveness. The need to comply with ISPS has become an urgent issue in ports large 

and small around the world. The costs of securing sites, of undertaking risk assessments, and 

of monitoring ships all represent an additional cost of doing business, without any 

commercial return. Foreign ports were expected to purchase very expensive gamma-ray and 

x-ray scanners, and undertake screening of all US-bound containers, regardless of the degree 

of security threat. This is a further financial and operational complications foreign ports have 

to contend with.Like its passenger counterpart, the airline freight industry is facing stringent 

security requirements. Since 2010, a TSA regulation requires the screening of all cargo 

carried by air within the United States or internationally and this before being loaded.  

The Certified Cargo Screening Program(CCSP) force airlines, freight forwarders and 

shippers to assume the costs of these security measures in an attempt to establish a secure air 

freight transport chain. The measure imposed additional costs, delays and disruptions, 

undermining the operational effectiveness of air cargo. Still, the air freight industry has 

adapted to these measures. Security has become an additional element in determining 

competitive advantage. 
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Unit-2 : Air freight-exports and imports – documentation-cargo operations process- air way 

bill – consignee controlled cargo – customs clearance – Routing Instructions – future trends. 

 

The first consignment of cargo carried by air was transported between London and Paris in 

1924. Since this first cargo flight the carrying capacity and efficiency of aircraft has 

developed and increased dramatically. The movement of cargo by air is a highly specialized 

business, which is, in many respects, very different from moving cargo by sea or overland. It 

is subject to restrictions that arise from the nature of the aircraft itself. Two major changes 

have taken place over recent years in many manufacturing industries and it is due to these 

changes that air freight is becoming a popular choice for transporting products 

internationally. The reason for this increase is 

➢ The growing volume of technology-based products, these products are becoming lighter 

and smaller while their value is becoming greater justifying the expense of air freight 

➢ The second is the rapidly increasing trend in many industries towards “just-in-time” 

(JIT) inventories JIT is most effective where the goods in question can be moved by air. The 

benefits of JIT ordering are  

a)A substantial reduction in capital requirements 

b) A substantial reduction in stockholding 

FREIGHT RATES FOR AIR CARGO TRANSPORTATION 

Air cargo has to be specially prepared or modified to enable the cargo to fit into the aircraft. 

The upper and lower deck configuration, mass and dimension limitations, pressure and air 

temperature variations and the floor load factors must be taken into consideration by the 

shipper of the cargo. All aircraft have limited carrying capacity, and loading beyond the 

safety limit in terms of the mass and volume of the cargo is not permitted. The actual 

limitations vary from one type of aircraft to another. To facilitate quicker and safer loading, 

airline personnel group all air cargo into larger units on pallets or containers. These are 

collectively known as Unit Load Devices or ULD’s. ULD’s play an important part in the 

loading and discharging of aircraft. The floor of an aircraft is equipped with roller beds for 

ease of movement of the ULD’s. Since the introduction of Unit Load Devices into the air 

freight industry, cargo is discharged quicker and theft and damages have been greatly 

reduced. Airlines that are members of the International Air Transport Association (IATA) are 

bound by their membership to comply with tariffs issued by IATA. However since 11th 

September 2002, airfreight rates are now extremely negotiable. Airfreight rates cover 

transportation from the airport of loading to the airport of discharge. 

Determination of Air Freight Rates 

Freight rates are normally expressed on a per kilo basis, and for overseas destinations, the 

rates are expressed in the currency of the exporting country. The factors determining air 

freight rates are 

➢ The type of commodity; 

➢ The distance; 

➢ Frequency of services; 

➢ Cargo capacity available on the route. 
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There are four basic types of air freight rates 

Specific Commodity Rate (SCR): An SCR relates to a specific commodity, and is a lower 

rate than the published standard rate. SCRs are less widely used than ten years ago, but are 

sometimes available. They exist when there is an established flow of traffic between two 

countries. For example, there are SCRs for newspapers and magazines leaving Ireland. 

Commodity Classification Rate (CLASS): A CLASS rate applies to a group of 

commodities, for example, live animals or human remains. 

General Cargo Rate (GCR). A General Cargo Rate applies to all commodities not covered 

by an SCR or a CLASS rate. 

Unit Load Device (ULD):  This rate applies for complete units - either aircraft pallets or 

containers. Usually a forwarder books a complete ULD, and brings together freight from 

several customers for the same destination into the same container. All the regulations about 

air freight rates appear in a series of three books - The Air Cargo Tariff (known commonly as 

TACT). The three books are 

➢ TACT Rules Book; 

➢ TACT Rates Book North America; 

➢ TACT Rates Book Worldwide. 

These Air Freight Rates do not include the following 

➢ Collection of air cargo from the consignor’s/exporters premises 

➢ Delivery of cargo from the airport of destination to the consignee’s premises 

➢ Storage of cargo before or after loading 

➢ Customs clearance in the country of destination 

➢ Any duties and taxes that may have to be paid 

➢ Insurance  

Chargeable/Volumetric Weight 

Airline freight rates are based on a “chargeable weight”, because the volume or weight that 

can be loaded into an aircraft is limited. The chargeable weight of a shipment will be either 

the “actual gross mass” or the “volumetric weight”, whichever is the highest. The chargeable 

weight is calculated as follows  

1 metric ton = 6 cubic metres.  

In order to establish if the cargo will be a weight or volumetric based shipment. 

Step 1 

Measure the parcel/cargo along the greatest length, width and height of that parcel.  For 

example; 100 cm (L) X 100 cm (W) X 100 cm (H) = 1 000 000 cm3. Next, weigh the parcel; 

assume it weighs 150kg. 

Step 2 

Now divide the 1 000 000 cm3 by 6 000 = 166,66 kg. You have now converted the 

centimeters (cm) into kilograms (kg) 

Step 3 

Now compare the weight to the volume. If the weight is 150 kg then the airline would base 

the freight on the higher amount being 166,66 kg 
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Air Freight Calculations 

The airline calculates freight based on weight or volume, which ever yields the greatest 

amount. Airlines quote freight rates based on the following rate structures 

➢ A basic minimum charge per shipment. 

➢ General cargo rates quoted for per kilogram. This rate applies without reference to the 

nature or description of the parcel, which is to be freighted. 

➢ Specific commodity rates apply to certain goods of specific descriptions, such as fresh 

produce. These rates are lower than the general cargo rate, and they provide breakpoints at 

which the level of the rate reduces further. 

Example 

0 - 50 Kg @ `22.00/per kg 

50 - 100 Kg @ ` 19.00 per kg 

100 - 150 Kg @ ` 17.00 per kg 

 

Unit Load Device Charges 

These rates are charged per container/ULD without reference to the commodity loaded 

therein. Calculation of freight rates Let us assume the following figures 

The freight rate is `18.00 per kg 

The weight of the parcel is 300 kg 

The dimensions are 114,6 cm X 120,4cm X 132,5 cm (round the cm’s up or down) 

Therefore 115 cm X 120 X 133 cm = 1 835 400 divide by 6 000 = 305.9 kg (having 

converted cm’s to kg’s now round up the kg’s to the next half a kilogram = 306 kg. As the 

freight rate quoted by the airline is ` 18.00 per kg, we calculate the price as follows 

306 kg X ` 18/kg = ` 508.00 

The freight rate will not be calculated on the actual mass 300 kg X ` 18.00 = ` 400.00 as the 

airline will always use the greater amount either the kg, or volumetric weight. 

 

Air Cargo Consolidation 

Consolidation is an economical method of moving cargo by employing a consolidator. The 

consolidator receives cargo from a number of suppliers/shippers and then combines these 

cargoes into one consignment by packing the goods into a Unit Load Device. The 

consolidator then books the Unit Load Device with an airline. The supplier/shipper would 

have a contract of carriage with the consolidator of the cargo and in turn the airline would 

have a contract of carriage with the consolidator. The airline would issue an air waybill to the 

consolidator when accepting the Unit Load Device and in turn the consolidator would issue 

the supplier/shipper with a house air waybill. 

 

The Air Way Bill 

The air waybill, unlike the ocean bill of lading is not a document of title to the goods 

described therein, however it does perform several similar functions these are 

➢ It is a receipt for the goods 
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➢ It is evidence of the contract of carriage between the exporter and the carrier 

➢ It incorporates full details of the consignor/shipper, the consignee/receiver and the 

consignment/goods 

➢ It is an invoice showing the full freight amount 

➢ It must be produced, be it in an electronic format, at the airport of discharge for clearing 

purposes All copies of the air waybill, together with the commercial invoice, packing list, 

certificate of origin and any other document which may be necessary for clearing the goods 

through customs, these documents are carried in the flight captain’s bag. 

Air Transport Forwarders 

If direct airlines are the wholesalers of space, air freight forwarders are the retailers. They are 

indirect air carriers. Forwarders function as consolidators of smaller shipments tendered to 

the airlines in volume lots under the forwarder’s name as shipper. The difference between the 

volume or contract rate offered by the airline to the forwarder and the forwarder’s own tariff 

rate to the shipper is the forwarder’s gross yield on the shipment. From that yield must come 

all the Forwarder’s handling, administrative, and sales costs. Forwarders offers specialized 

services for certain markets. 

Air Freight Consolidation 

Freight forwarders also organize consolidation services to most destinations. The air freight 

forwarder brings together goods from several different companies, loads them onto one pallet 

or into a container, and delivers the unit to the airline. The airline normally charges for the 

complete unit whereas the forwarder invoices each shipper for a proportion of the total cost 

plus a margin. Consolidation rates, shortened frequently to consol. rates, are cheaper than 

when goods are consigned. Consolidation rates, shortened frequently to consol. rates, are 

cheaper than when goods are consigned via a forwarder directly to an airline. There are daily 

consolidations to nearly all the major trading centers around the world. Some forwarders 

offer consolidation services which use other European airlines, so goods are first taken to the 

Continent before on-forwarding overseas. The large freight forwarders, with offices around 

the country, operate a comprehensive range of export services about which they will be 

pleased to pass on information. There are also specialized freight forwarders who might deal 

specifically in more remote or complicated markets, such as South America. This information 

can often be obtained by word-of-mouth recommendation or through trade publications. 

Particularly at Dublin airport, there are freight forwarders established who can assist with all 

aspects of the shipment booking space, customs formalities, documentation and insurance as 

well as collection and delivery of the goods. The speed of growth of the market probably 

means that more and more companies  will consign their goods to the air in the years ahead, 

so it is a method of transport which is well worth allocating the time to investigate. 

Factors that Affect Air Freight Rates 

There are a great number of other factors, which influence the air freight rates charged by 

different companies. These basic factors, however, should prove to be enough information in 

order to help and save certain sum of money. When the shippers of goods study the factors, 

you would be able to budget your money easier and maximize the return. 
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This means that you can transport more items at lower air freight rates. 

 

1) Demand 

Demand affects the prices of each good. The 

more consumers want to get a certain service, 

the higher the price is going to be. This is the 

main principle of economics. When the 

demand for specific shipping services rises, 

the air freight rates rise with it. 

2) The Containers 

The transportation containers (known as the 

unit load devices) are engineered to protect 

the cargo from damages caused by the trip. 

Various items require different types of 

containers. If shippers are looking for a 

specific container to protect their things, it could add a bit more to air freight rate than what 

they expect. The containers used in an air freight service are usually suitable for different 

types of cargo. This means that the type of item they transport will influence the air freight 

prices. If they want to include extra security measures to protect their freight, then the cost of 

air freight service will be higher. This is often applicable to transporting of livestock, pets or 

works of art. 

3) Manpower 

The amount and specialization of people required to ship the items will also influence the air 

freight rate. This means that the form of service need will change the air freight rate. In some 

cases if goods to be handled by professionals that will take care of it, then they might need to 

pay extra money. Manpower also involves different people who will deal with the paperwork 

of freight. It will take the expertise of more than one expert to make sure that your freight is 

in good condition. 

4) Speed 

The factor is second only to demand on its effects on the air freight rate. It is often the case 

that firms have different air freight rates grounded on the speed by which they can deliver the 

goods. There are companies which offer faster delivery services for extra charges. There are 

companies that can deliver goods in 1 day, and the number of companies that can even 

deliver items within a couple of hours. The speed of delivery is very important characteristic 

because very often it’s the main reason why people choose air freight services. 

5. Competitors Rate 

Some time due to competition in the air cargo segment the freight rates are differently 

charged. It all depends upon the number of players in the market, the rate for which the 

services offered etc., is always taken into consideration 

6. Variatns Available in Air Shipment 

When a person needs the service of shipping for much lager and much heavier things, he 

(she) might want to look into the variants covered by the freight shipments. 

7. Time and Distance 
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The next form of air shipping available is the ground or parcel transportation. Since items 

of this type are larger and heavier than in the first 2 forms, the freight of items may take a 

larger period of time and may move anywhere from 500 miles a day to 700 miles. Most 

ground shipments weigh around 100 pounds or less and each item don’t normally exceed 70 

pounds. 

8. Services Available 

Depending on the available service variants, prices and type of delivery may vary including 

the duration of travel. The majority of items in this category travels certain expanse through 

air and may go coast to coast in some days or overnight. 

 

TOTAL COST CONCEPT IN AIR TRANSPORTATION 

Many problems at the operational level in logistics management arise because all impact of 

specific decisions, both direct and indirect bare not taken into account thought the corporate 

system. Too often decision are taken in one area can lead to unforeseen results in other areas. 

Changes in policy on minimum order value, for example may influence ordering pattern and 

lead to additional costs. The problems associated with identifying the total system impact of 

distribution policies are immense. By its very nature the logistics cuts across traditional 

company organizational functions with cost impacts on most of the functions. Conventional 

accounting system do not usually assist in the identification of these companywide impacts, 

frequently absorbing logistics related costs in other cost elements. The cost for processing 

orders for example in an amalgam of specific cost incurred in different functional areas of 

business which generally prove extremely difficult to bring together. The following figure 

outlines the various costs elements involved in the complete order processing cycle, each of 

these elements having fixed and variable cost component which will lead to different total 

cost per order. 
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CARRIER CONSIGNEE LIABILITIES 

Air Carriers 

The liability air carriers with respect to loss, damage and delay of air freight has been 

deregulated. The air carriers are subject to liability regimes based on the air common carrier 

liability regime, American Airlines v. Wolens, 513 U.S. 219 (1995). Thus in domestic air 

carriage, air carriers are liable for loss and damage if caused by the negligence of the carrier 

or its agents occurring while the shipment is in their care, unless they can prove the loss or 

damage resulted from one of the five common law exceptions or that the carrier was free 

from negligence. The terms of liability, including limitation, are presented by the carrier to 

the shipper in the air waybill, and are contractually accepted when shipment is made on that 

air waybill. Internationally, the Warsaw Convention of 1929, applicable to international air 

commerce, became effective for the United States in 1934. The Hague Protocol was adopted 

in 1955 as an Amendment to the Warsaw Convention, but it has not been ratified by the 

United States. Most other nations have adopted this revision of the Warsaw Convention. 

Under the Warsaw Convention, the air carrier is liable when loss or damage is caused by 

negligence. Here, the burden is on the carrier to prove that it was not negligent, tending to 

create a de facto strict liability regime. Liability is limited to $20 per kilogram. When the 

limitation is less than full value, for an additional charge, air carriers will provide the 

opportunity for the shipper to declare higher value. Furthermore, the liability limit is not 

applicable if the damage is caused by the wilful misconduct of the carrier, or if the air waybill 

fails to contain essential information. The Departments of State and Transportation, have 

urged that Congress give its advice and consent to ratification of the 1975 Montreal Protocol 

No. 4, dealing with air cargo transport liability. The Protocol does not affect the current $20 

per kilogram limit of liability, but would make a major contribution in air cargo facilitation 

by electronic data transmission. It would eliminate several archaic requirements under the 

Warsaw Convention, particularly the requirement that a copy of the air waybill accompany 

the goods, and the requirement for completion of the air waybill before the carrier accepts the 

goods. 

Cargo Handling 

Once you have chosen your air cargo service provider and are ready to ship your goods to 

where they need to go you are nearly done with your shipping requirements. However, before 

signing off on any documents, be sure to go through the following checklist of reminders to 

make sure that nothing is forgotten and that your goods get to where they are going. 

Is your shipment packed carefully? 

Make sure that your shipment is carefully packed. If your carrier gave you packing guidelines 

to follow, make sure to follow them properly. If your shipment is delicate or fragile make 

sure to take extra care and to use top-quality cushioning materials. 

Are all of your boxes clearly labeled? 

Label all of your boxes clearly with your name, address and phone number and the name, 

address and phone number of the final destination. Also add if it is box number one of ten or 

three of seven – in other words number your boxes and indicate how many there should be in 

the set. You can also write down the name of your air cargo carrier and their phone number in 

case a box or case gets lost. Use a black permanent marker to write and protect the writing 

with either tape or a plastic cover so that it does not get erased. 
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Is your air waybill correct? 

Check your air waybill to make sure that the details of the shipment are correct, including the 

weight, ultimate recipient information and custom details. 

Proper number of boxes? 

When the courier or agent comes to pick up your shipment make sure that they take the 

correct number of boxes; if you are dropping the boxes off at the carrier’s office, then also 

count to ensure that you have not forgotten anything.  

Verify tracking number 

Get your shipment’s tracking number so that you can check its progress as it makes its way 

from point A to point B. 

Do you have your waybill? Keep your waybill copy in a safe place in case of mishap 

Shipping goods using the services of an air cargo supplier is generally straightforward and 

easy to do. Once you have chosen the right company for your needs, you can rest assured that 

your goods will reach their destination. If you need to find a good air cargo company, One 

Entry can easily help with your search. By filling out our one convenient form, we will then 

send you up to five free quotes from air cargo suppliers. Once you have received the quotes 

you can choose from the offers you get. 

Handling Departure of Air Cargoes 

While handling departure of air cargo the following things are performed 

1. Submission of export documents with customs for processing 

2. One copy of GR-I form along with a copy each of other documents are detached and 

kept by the customs 

3. Computerized list is obtained 

4. Documents are entered in the computer 

5. Check-list is obtained from the computer after verifying the adequacy of the documents 

and the shipping bill number obtained 

6. Goods are taken into Airports Authority of India terminal for examination 

7. After the Examination Export Order is obtained from the customs 

8. Location is allotted and the goods are handled over to the Airports Authority of India 

9. Documents are handed over to the shipper 

10. The export promotion copy of the shipping bill is obtained from the customs and sent to 

the shipper within a week of the date of shipment 

Arrivals of Air Cargo for Clearance 

The air cargoes arrival clearance is done in the following manners 

1. Consignment arrives and intimation about its arrival is given by airliner/break bulk 

agent by issuing cargo arrival notice. 

2. Importer obtains the delivery order from airline 

3. Submitting a bill of entry on the electronic data interchange from Customs House 

Agent 

4. Finalized bill of entry printout is received for payment of duty 

5. After payment of duty, the location of cargo is given by Airports Authority of India and 

goods produced for examination by the customs inspector 

6. Goods are examined by the customs. Out of charge is given both on EDI as well as on 

the hard copy 
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7. The Airports Authority of India’s dues challan-cum-gate pass are obtained and payment 

made 

8. The Gate pass is presented for delivery of goods obtained 

 

THE FREIGHT FORWARDING PROCESS  

When it comes to international shipments, there are typically five types of physical steps that 

are taken and two documentation stages that need to be completed. The following need to be 

negotiated between the parties that are responsible for the shipment prior to it taking place. 

Export Haulage 

The movement of goods from the shipper’s premises to the freight forwarders warehouse is 

called export haulage. This usually takes place with the help of a truck or the combined 

efforts of a truck and a train. Depending on the distance and geographical location it could 

take anywhere between a few hours to a few weeks. 

Export Customs Clearance 

Before a piece of cargo leaves the country it requires clearance from the country the goods 

originated from prior to leaving the country. This process if performed by licensed customs 

house brokers. They are required to submit details about the cargo and any supporting 

documents that are needed. It is often agreed between the consignee and shipper who will be 

responsible for this step of the process. 

Origin Handling 

The origin handling part of the process is made up of a number of different activities that 

might be performed by the freight forwarder or their agents. This begins with the cargo being 

received and where it up unloaded etc. The cargo is also validated against the booking details 

and the forwarders cargo receipt is then issued. 

Import Customs Clearance 

The authorities in the destination country that the goods are being moved to require to check 

import customs paperwork. This paperwork acts as a declaration of the type of goods and the 

value of the goods being shipped. The import customs clearance process can begin before the 

cargo even arrives at its destination and is not the same as customs duty. It is the 

responsibility of the freight forwarder, their agent or nominated customs house broker to 

perform the import customs clearance- just as long as they have a valid license to do so. 

Destination Handling 

Destination handling is a process made up of a number of different activities that are 

performed at the destination office of the freight forwarder. This process involves receiving 
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the documents from the freight forwarders office or agent at origin, including checking any 

documents and submitting the carrier bill etc. It is always the freight forwarder or the agent 

working for the freight forwarder that takes care of this part of the handling process. 

Import Haulage 

The movement of the cargo from the warehouse of where the goods are being imported and 

where the cargo’s final destination is going is commonly referred to as import haulage. 

Import haulage can be undertaken by the freight forwarder or the consignee can also choose 

to collect the cargo themselves. 

Fast Track Deliveries 

Something that is greatly beneficial for so many companies who are in need of last minute 

freight forwarding services is the ability for companies like Barrington Freight is the fact that 

they offer next day delivery. This means that should you require your goods to be transported 

to a European destination within 24 hours, which will be able to be arranged in an efficient 

and affordable manner. Get in touch to find out more about European next day deliveries. Get 

in touch to find out more. 
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Unit-3: sea cargo: shipping liners-advices-booking-containerization-container numbering- 

process flow- shipping sales – leads- quotations-customer service. 

Introduction 

Historically, waterways are some of the world’s oldest avenues of transporting cargo. Land 

routes over uncharted or unfriendly territory were fraught with peril, so ancient people turned 

to the relative safety and speed of the water to ship goods to their destinations. The tradition 

of shipping cargo across the water remains one of the most vital industries in the any 

economy. Carriage of goods through sea transport plays a major role in physical movement 

of goods in international trade. Some research highlights says 75% of the goods are 

transported through ships to the expected destination. Other modes of transportation like road 

and rail though important as a link transport, are more suited for short distances and used in 

cases where either the exporting and importing countries are having geographical proximities 

or where use of sea transport is not possible. Similarly, use of air transport, though it has 

made rapid strides in recent years, sufferers space limitations and higher freight costs in case 

of most commodities. As against this ocean transport has the capability of carrying a large 

array of items in the same ship at comparatively cheaper freight rates, particularly over longer 

distances. 

General Structure of Shipping 

Shipping services are organized according to the nature and trading requirements of goods 

traffic in international trade. The goods traffic can be divided into two broad categories 

namely bulk cargo and break-bulk or general cargo. 

Bulk Cargo, whether dry or liquid, belongs to the category of primary commodities such as 

ores, fertilizers, food grains, crude oil, petroleum, edible oils etc., and move as ship loads. 

The Break-bulk or General Cargo on the other hand, refers to the manufactured or semi-

manufactured, processed or semi processed goods that move invariably in different types of 

packing, like cases, creates, bales, drums, rolls, bags etc., In shipping parlance, these items 

are generally referred to as “general merchandise”. This above classification of goods traffic 

in international trade between ‘bulk cargo’ and ‘general merchandise’ is very important 

because of the differences in the nature and marketing characteristics of these two categories 

of cargos and consequently, in their transportation requirements. 

Characteristics/Features /Significance of Shipping 

➢ Shipping is an international activity perpetually exposed to change in the international 

environment 

➢ It is subjected to periodic cycles of depression and buoyancy in business 

➢ The highly capital intensive nature of the industry necessitates (i) large financial 

resources and (ii) adequate utilization of capacity 

➢ International mobility of ships generates competition on global scale and renders its 

business most hazardous 

➢ The commitment of liner shipping service requires an adequate and captive cargo base 

for ensuring its continuation on a stable and viable basis for effective support to the trade 

➢ Traditionally, trade follows the established flags. But diversification of trade necessitates 

promotional shipping services under the protective umbrella of the State. 
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➢ The establishment and expansion of national shipping in the third world countries would 

positively require financial and cargo support in the face of preponderance and intrusion or 

well established shipping interests from developed countries with superior technology 

➢ The efficiency of shipping services and their cost depend mainly on the available port 

facilities. 

 

The Commodities Traded by Sea 

The shipping industry transports everything from a 4 million barrel parcel of oil to a 

cardboard box of Christmas gifts. The main seaborne commodity traded has arranged into six 

groups reflecting the area of economic activity to which they are most closely related. These 

groups can be summarized as follows 

1. Energy trades Energy dominates bulk shipping. This group of commodities, which 

accounts for close to half of seaborne trade, comprises crude oil, oil products, liquefied gas 

and thermal coal for use in generating electricity. 

2. Agricultural trades A total of twelve commodities, accounting for 13 per cent of sea trade, 

are the products or raw materials of the agricultural industry. They include cereals such as 

wheat and barley, animal feedstuffs, sugar, molasses, refrigerated food, oil and fats and 

fertilizers. 

3. Metal industry trades This major commodity group, which accounts for 25 per cent of sea 

trade, including raw materials and products of the steel and non-ferrous metal industries, 

including iron ore, metallurgical grade coal, non-ferrous metal ores, steel products and scrap. 

4. Forest products trades Forest products are primarily industrial materials used for the 

manufacture of paper, paper board and in the construction industry. This section includes 

timber (logs and lumber) wood pulp, plywood, paper and various wood products, totalling 

about 145 meter. The trade is strongly influenced by the availability of forestry resources. 

5. Other industrial materials There are a wide range of industrial materials such as cement, 

salt, gypsum, mineral sands, alumina, chemicals and many others. The total trade in these 

commodities accounted for 9 per cent of sea trade. They cover a whole range of industries. 

6. Other Manufactures The final trade group comprises the remaining manufactures such as 

textiles, machinery, capital goods, vehicles, consumer goods, etc. The total tonnage involved 

in this sector accounts for only 3 per cent of sea trade, but many of these commodities have a 

high value so their share in value is probably closer to 50 per cent. They are the mainstay of 

the liner trades and their impact upon the shipping industry is much greater than the tonnage 

suggests. 

TYPES OF SHIPS AND WATERCRAFTS 

Ships and other watercraft are used for maritime transport. Types can be distinguished by 

propulsion, size or cargo type. Recreational or educational craft still use wind power, while 

some smaller craft use internal combustion engines to drive one or more propellers, or in the 

case of jet boats, an inboard water jet. In shallow draft areas, such as the Everglades, some 

craft, such as the hovercraft, are propelled by large pusher-prop fans. Most modern merchant 

ships can be placed in one of a few categories, such as: 

Bulk carriers, such as the Sabrina I (seen here), are cargo ships used to transport bulk 

cargo items such as ore or food staples (rice, grain, etc.) and similar cargo. They can be 
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recognized by the large box-like hatches on their deck, designed to slide outboard for loading. 

A bulk carrier could be either dry or wet. Most lakes are too small to accommodate bulk 

ships, but a large fleet of lake freighters has been plying the Great Lakes and St. Lawrence 

Seaway of North America for over a century. 

Container ships are cargo ships that carry their entire load in truck-size containers, in a 

technique called containerization. They form a common means of commercial intermodal 

freight transport. Informally known as "box boats," they carry the majority of the world's dry 

cargo. Most container ships are propelled by diesel engines, and have crews of between 10 

and 30 people. They generally have a large accommodation block at the stern, directly above 

the engine room. 

Tankers are cargo ships for the transport of fluids, such as crude 

oil, petroleum products, liquefied petroleum gas (LPG), liquefied natural gas 

(LNG) and chemicals, also vegetable oils, wine and other food - the tanker sector comprises 

one third of the world tonnage. 

Refrigerated ships (usually called Reefers) are cargo ships typically used to transport 

perishable commodities which require temperature-controlled transportation, 

mostly fruits, meat, fish, vegetables, dairy products and other foodstuffs. 

Roll-on/roll-off ships, such as the Chi-Cheemaun, are cargo ships designed to carry 

wheeled cargo such as automobiles, trailers or railway carriages. RORO (or ro/ro) vessels 

have built-in ramps which allow the cargo to be efficiently "rolled on" and "rolled off" the 

vessel when in port. While smaller ferries that operate across rivers and other short distances 

still often have built-in ramps, the term RORO is generally reserved for larger ocean-going 

vessels, including pure car/truck carrier (PCTC) ships. 

Coastal trading vessels, also known as coasters, ships used for trade between locations on 

the same island or continent. They are often small and of shallow draft, and sometimes set up 

as self-dischargers. 

Ferries are a form of transport, usually a boat or ship, but also other forms, carrying 

(or ferrying) passengers and sometimes their vehicles. Ferries are also used to transport 

freight (in lorries and sometimes unpowered freight containers) and even railroad cars. Most 

ferries operate on regular, frequent, return services. A foot-passenger ferry with many stops, 

such as in Venice, is sometimes called a waterbus or water taxi. Ferries form a part of 

the public transport systems of many waterside cities and islands, allowing direct transit 

between points at a capital cost much lower than bridges or tunnels. Many of the ferries 

operating in Northern European waters are ro/ro ships. See the Herald of Free 

Enterprise and M/S Estonia disasters. 

Cruise ships are passenger ships used for pleasure voyages, where the voyage itself and the 

ship's amenities are considered an essential part of the experience. Cruising has become a 

major part of the tourism industry, with millions of passengers each year as of 2006. The 

industry's rapid growth has seen nine or more newly built ships catering to a North 

American clientele added every year since 2001, as well as others 

servicing European clientele. Smaller markets such as the Asia-Pacific region are generally 

serviced by older tonnage displaced by new ships introduced into the high growth areas. On 

the Baltic sea this market is served by cruise ferries. 
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Ocean liner is a passenger ship designed to transport people from one seaport to another 

along regular long-distance maritime routes according to a schedule. Ocean liners may also 

carry cargo or mail, and may sometimes be used for other purposes. 

Ocean liners are usually strongly built with a high freeboard to withstand rough seas and 

adverse conditions encountered in the open ocean, having large capacities for fuel, food and 

other consumables on long voyages. These were the main stay of most passenger transport 

companies; however, due to the growth of air travel, the passenger ships saw a steady decline. 

Cruise ships later filled the void and are primarily used by people who still have a love of the 

sea and offer more amenities compared to the older passenger ships. 

Cable layer is a deep-sea vessel designed and used to lay underwater cables for 

telecommunications, electricity, and such. A large superstructure and one or more spools that 

feed off the transom distinguish it. 

A tugboat is a boat used to manoeuvre, primarily by towing or pushing 

other vessels (see shipping) in harbours, over the open sea or through rivers and canals. They 

are also used to tow barges, disabled ships, or other equipment like towboats. 

A dredger (sometimes also called a dredge) is a ship used to excavate in shallow seas 

or fresh water areas with the purpose of gathering up bottom sediments and disposing of them 

at a different location. 

A barge is a flat-bottomed boat, built mainly for river and canal transport of heavy goods. 

Most barges are not self-propelled and need to be moved by tugboats towing 

or towboats pushing them. Barges on canals (towed by draft animals on an adjacent towpath) 

established the conditions supporting the early industrial revolution in both Europe and 

the American Northeast but later after they made possible steam locomotive prime 

movers riding iron rails – after both could grow (and mature) to become commonplace and 

capable – contended with the railways and were outcompeted in the carriage of people, light 

freight, and high value items due to the higher speed, falling costs, and route flexibility of rail 

transport. Carriage of bulk goods also gradually lost ground to freight railways as train 

capacity and speeds continued to climb. Even underpowered early rail networks could usually 

reach places only an outrageously expensive canal might be built,[7] and once Iron T-rails and 

higher powered locomotives became possible, the far cheaper to build railways were 

unfettered and independent upon water sources, whilst mostly unplugged by the seasonal 

problems (restricted by icing) of temperate latitude canals which suffered ice 

and freshet flooding damages with dreary regularity. When floods did affect railways, 

restoration of services was usually comparatively rapid. 

A Multi-purpose ship (sometimes called a general cargo ship) is used to transport a variety 

of goods from bulk commodities to break bulk and heavy cargoes. To provide maximum 

trading flexibility they are usually geared and modern examples are fitted for the carriage 

of container sand grains. Generally they will have large open holds and tween decks to 

facilitate the carriage of different cargoes on the same voyage. The crew will be highly 

competent in the securing of break bulk cargoes and the ship will be equipped with various 

lashings and other equipment for sea fastening. 
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Forms of Shipping Services ( Chartering Practices) 

These days shipping companies’ offers three different forms of services to the shippers (those 

who send the goods) as discussed below  

Liner Shipping Services 

A liner service implies a fleet of ships, under common ownership or management, which 

provides a fixed service, at regular intervals, between named ports, and offer themselves as 

general carriers of any goods requiring shipment between those ports. A fixed itinerary, 

inclusion in a regular service and the obligation to accept cargo from all comers and to sail, 

whether filled or not, on a date fixed by a published schedule; these, and not the size and 

speed of the ship are what distinguish the “liner” from the “tramp” – the ship which can be 

hired as a whole, by the voyage or the month, to load such cargo and to carry it between ports 

as the charterer may require. 

This is similar to an air line or bus line (service), on a route with fixed stopping as per 

predetermined timetable. These services will continue to run irrespective of whether the 

airplane/bus is full or empty as they have to strictly keep their timings and route. Similarly 

cargo liners too have to stick to the fixed schedule and route irrespective of whether the 

vessel is full or not. In this forms of service the merchandise is carried by regular shipping 

lines. These shipping lines provide the shipping service by calling regularly at specified ports 

irrespective of quantity of cargo available. Such ships usually carry general cargo i.e. an 

accumulation of small loads belonging to many shippers. Each shipper pays the freight 

accordance with the tariff based on volume, weight or the value of cargo. Example The 

UK/NWC continent service of MSC which has a fixed weekly schedule calling the South 

African ports of Durban, Cape Town and Port Elizabeth and carrying cargo to the UK/NWC 

ports of Felixstowe, Antwerp, Hamburg, Le Havre and Rotterdam.. 

Special Features of Liner Shipping 

1. The segment of the trade which is generally moved through liner ships consists of semi-

processed or finished items in small and measured quantity such as leather, tea, readymade 

garments, machinery, electronic goods etc., 

2. Ship which have fixed schedules with adequate frequency and port coverage. The fixed 

frequencies, announced by the ship owners well in advance to help suppliers/ buyers to plan 

their trading, such information would generally include the name of the ship, port, dock/berth 

where ship will load, the date when the ship will ready to receive cargo, last date of the 

receipt of cargo, expected date of sailing. 

3. Freight rates in liner trade are laid down in the tariff or sometimes negotiated. This 

provides an opportunity for shippers and importers to plan their shipment programme in 

advance at pre-determined freight rates. 

4. The departure and the arrival of such sailing vessels being very erratic some times. 

Moreover, since the sailing vessels were monopolized by big time exporters, these ships 

could not accommodate the cargo of small exporters who would thus be deprived of the right 

trade with overseas buyers 
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Factors to be considered while selecting the Liner Ship 

➢ Regularity of Sailing (timing, frequency, name of port etc.,) 

➢ Carriage on liner terms 

➢ Liabilities of the carrier operating liner vessels 

➢ Conference membership for stability of freight rates 

➢ Classified vessels with appropriate classification society 

➢ Insurance approved vessels 

➢ Check letter of credit for age of vessels 

➢ Vessels do not call at any prohibited ports 

➢ Nationality of the vessels should not under any UN sanction 

➢ Sensitive/perishable cargo-desire facilities on vessel 

➢ Availability of reefer plugs at pre-stack and on vessel 

➢ Through bill of lading 

➢ Issuance of Sea Way Bill 

➢ Special security provided by carrier during transit in case or very high value cargo 

➢ Availability of required containers 

➢ Containers provided ISO and sea worthy 

Tramp Shipping Services 

The dry bulk and liquid cargoes are generally referred as ‘Tramp Trades’ and the vessels used 

to transport these cargoes are called ‘Tramp Ships’. Tramp services will not have a fixed 

route. The ship goes from one port to other depending up on the cargo availability. Tramp 

services could be compared to a taxi service which is hired to go from one place to another 

for a single travel. After completing that trip, next employment must be seeked. Tramps are 

those ships which are usually used for transportation of homogenous cargo which is moved in 

bulk quantities. 

For example commodities such as iron-ore, fertilizers, good grains, coal, crude oil, petroleum, 

LPG, chemicals, timber, wheat, sugar etc., are usually offered in ship loads. Such ships 

operate in single or consecutive voyages. Such ships work on inducement basis and ply 

indiscriminately between ports of the world depending upon the laws of demand and supply 

in market. Example A ship that arrives at Durban from Korea to discharge cargo might carry 

some other cargo from Durban to the Oakland in the West Coast of USA which in an entirely 

different direction.. From Oakland say for example it could carry some cargo and go to 

Bremerhaven Tramp Shipping is an irregular shipping, mainly over nonstandard routes, with 

no definite schedule. Tramp ships are used to transport bulk cargoes and break-bulk cargoes 

of low value that do not require fast delivery. The transportation of cargoes that are picked up 

or dropped off along the way plays a large role in tramp shipping. Tramp ships are slow and 

can transport a variety of cargoes. Specialized types of dry-cargo, liquid-cargo, and mixed-

cargo ships are also used in tramp shipping. Tramp shipping plays an important role in the 

foreign trade of the capitalist countries. In the Soviet Union and other socialist countries 

tramp ships are not widely used, and cargoes are transported predominantly by line 

navigation. 
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Special Features of Tramp Shipping 

1. The tramp ship is engaged for the carriage of cargo it is said to be under charter, as 

either the whole or the bulk of its space is hired by one charterer. Unlike the liner 

trade, tramp trade does not have any fixed ports of loading and discharge.  

2. There no periodicity of shipments and tramps are engaged on terms and conditions 

including freight rate/hire charges, mutually agreed between the ship-owners and the 

charterers. 

3. Tramp ship owners are always looking for ports where profitable cargo is likely to be 

found while charterers are looking for tramps which are available for hiring at 

competitive rates. 

4. The freight rate/ hiring charge in tramp ship is generally decided by the laws of 

supply and demand of tonnage/cargoes and various other technical and commercial 

parameters. 

5. Tramp ships load ability is often subjected to seasonal or periodic variations. The 

irregular and erratic movement of tramp ships reduced its potential for securing return 

cargo. 

 

 

SHIPPING SALES PROCESS: 

A sale often begins when a company receives an inquiry from a potential customer. Most 

sellers typically reply with a sales proposal or quote or a proforma invoice. Unfortunately, 

companies too often respond to these inquiries without much thought, which can result in 

problems down the road, particularly if this inquiry represents a potential export sale. 

Successful exporters have internal procedures in place to ensure they respond in a way that 

will result in a successful export transaction. (And that includes getting paid!) 

Utilizing a Proforma Invoice 

Your sales offer or export proforma invoice is a multi-purpose document that affects many 

departments within your company. It sets the stage for several steps of the international sales 

process by providing company information, product descriptions, pricing, payment, and 

shipment and delivery terms. It also defines the responsibilities of the buyer, seller, carrier, 

forwarder and bank. In addition, the buyer often uses the sales offer to secure foreign 

exchange and an import license. 

In international business, communications can always become a problem, but communication 

is also the solution. Your sales offer or performa invoice should include simple and clear 

information about your offer's details. 

Responding to an Export Sales Inquiry 

Before you respond to sales inquiry, following these 15 steps can help ensure a success 

outcome of your export sale: 

Step 1 

Study and understand the details of the inquiry to anticipate and provide exactly what is 

requested and needed. 
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Step 2 

Conduct due diligence to screen whether or not the inquiry is coming from a company or 

organization on any of the restricted parties lists, and make sure it is a bona fide potential 

customer who is financially capable of purchasing your product(s). 

Step 3 

Thank the inquirer for requesting the RFQ or PFI. 

Step 4 

Provide a positive statement about your company, the quality of your products and services, 

and your reliability as a preferred supplier to your existing customers. 

Step 5 

Respond as quickly as possible to the inquiry. If you need time to generate technical 

information from your engineering, design or production department, then respond 

immediately that the RFQ or PFI will be forthcoming shortly based on input from your 

technical or production staff. 

Step 6 

Inform the buyer of the type(s) and quantities of goods to be sent, their value, and important 

specifications such as weight, dimensions and similar details. 

Step 7 

Do not use idioms or shop talk that is not readily understood by people outside your industry. 

Keep in mind that people unfamiliar with technical jargon such as freight forwarders, carriers 

and bankers might not understand or misinterpret what you are talking about. For a humerous 

take on this, check out Roy Becker's article, Consistency Is Key for Getting Paid Under a 

Letter of Credit. 

Step 8 

Provide sufficient information and details in your proposal to serve all parties who may be 

involved in using information for their portion of the overall international transaction and 

process. This refers to the purchasing department of your potential customer, the technical 

department, banker, freight forwarder, government officials (export/import customs officers, 

etc.) and carrier personnel. 

 

Don’t be an accidental exporter! Create an export strategy that will help you maximize your 

export profits and avoid common pitfalls. 

Step 9 

Create your offer in such a manner that you position your company in the most advantageous 

negotiating situation possible. 

Step 10 

Provide information that helps your overseas customer open a Letter of Credit 

using Incoterms 2010 to your advantage. Provide adequate lead times and sufficient 

product or service details. 

Step 11 

Clearly state any time constraints of your offer. You may wish to use a statement such as: 

“The price and terms of this offer are valid for 60 days from the date of this proposal.” 
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A statement that I used based on many years of experience is: “The product(s) based on this 

proposal are available for shipment 60 days from receipt and acknowledgement of your 

order.” Of course, the actual number of days depends on your business and industry. 

Step 12 

List all additional costs included in the quote separate from the cost of the product. For 

example, ocean packaging, handling fees, consular fees, inland freight, ocean/air freight, 

insurance, fuel surcharge, document preparation, and other charges. Do not combine these 

separate charges into one catch-all price category. If you do, you may price yourself out of 

the market or handicap your negotiating position. 

Step 13 

For compliance purposes include the desintation control statement. As of November 15, 

2016, there is a new single destination control statement to use regardless if your products fall 

under the jurisdiction of the Commerce Department or State Department: 

These items are controlled by the U.S. Government and authorized for export only to the 

country of ultimate destination for use by the ultimate consignee or end-user(s) herein 

identified. They may not be resold, transferred, or otherwise disposed of, to any other country 

or to any person other than the authorized ultimate consignee or end-user(s), either in their 

original form or after being incorporated into other items, without first obtaining approval 

from the U.S. government or as otherwise authorized by U.S. law and regulations. 

Step 14 

Personally sign and use your appropriate title in order to authenticate your offer. 

Step 15 

If you email the sales proposal or proforma invoice to your potential customer, decide 

whether a hard copy original on your letterhead is needed. If yes, send it by airmail promptly. 

Be sure to check out the follow-up article to this checklist: The Export Proforma Invoice: 

Validity, Acceptance and Price. 

 

 

Sales Leads 

Transportation sales that are steady are key elements for small trucking companies. Down 

time and deadhead miles cost money; and the development of a reliable customer base with 

interconnecting freight paths is essential to your business success. 

 

Before you can find viable transportation sales leads, it’s wise to assess what you’re looking 

for. Ask yourself the following questions: 

 

1. What are the limitations of my available equipment?  

 

2. What shipping lanes do I currently service without backhauls in place? 

 

3. Am I willing to arrange LTL shipments rather than deadhead between customers? 

 

4. In which regions would I like to expand or discontinue service? 
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5. Can I wait a month for payment, or is it necessary to find transportation sales leads 

offering immediate turnaround pay? 

 

There are a vast number of sales lead sources for transportation companies. The trick is to 

eliminate sources that don’t pertain to your business. All the reefer freight listings in the 

country are useless to a flatbedding company. Once you assess your specific business needs, 

you can focus your research on potential clients your business can use. 

Locate potential shipper sales leads for transportation within your shipping lanes 

Determine what manufacturers and warehousing facilities reside within a 20 mile radius of 

existing clients. Investigate their product, shipping equipment used, (flatbed vs. dry van, for 

example) and whether they ship truckload or LTL freight. Make a list of shipping sales leads 

your company has the ability to service.  

 

Utilize load boards for transportation industry sales leads 

Load boards provide sales leads transportation companies, shippers and brokers can all use. 

The boards list available shipments and trucks in one easy to read location. In addition, many 

allow available truck postings for free. Load boards are often searchable by a number of 

parameters, such as by company and shipment date; as well as by origin or destination city, 

ZIP code or radius. Not all load boards are equal; if you provide LTL transportation sales, be 

certain the load board you choose offers LTL listings.  

 

Align your business with brokerages offering sales leads for the transportation industry 

For a percentage of each load, brokers provide your business with access to thousands of 

shippers. It's essential that you find reputable brokers in order to limit your company's 

financial risk.  

 

• Always use an outside, third party credit checking service to evaluate transportation 

sales leads. Credit information provided on load boards is often inaccurate. 

Remember, shippers and brokers pay for the load board's services the same way 

carriers do. It's a conflict of interest for the load board to display negative information 

about its own customers in a public forum. 
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Unit-4 shipping operations: volume/weight calculations-shipment planning –preparing and 

loading containers-types of container services-FCL-LCL-container de-stuffing. 

 

SHIPPING OPERATIONS 

Liner service: a fleet of containerships sailing between specified ports on a regular schedule. 

 
Containers move along a network of nodes and links (see Figure 1). The nodes are physical 

locations where container movement is interrupted and/or containers are handled. Many of 

these concern multimodal transfer points where containers are transferred from one mode to 

another. The links between nodes are characterized both by a mode of transport (road, rail, 

inland waterway) and a supporting infrastructure (roadway, canal/river, railroad track, rail 

marshalling yard, etc.). As containers move along this network they can either be empty, 

loaded with a single consignment (Full Container Load, FCL, i.e. CY) or loaded with 

multiple consignments (Less-than Container Load, LCL, i.e. CFS). 

CY/CFS  

CY and CFS are the abbreviations for container yard and container freight station, 

respectively. CY is the place where container carriers store containers and chassis, accept or 

deliver loaded containers and lend out empty containers or receive returned empty containers. 

CFS is the designated facility at which a shipping company accepts and stores small-lot 

cargoes, assorts and consolidates cargo into containers by destination, and also devans small-

lot consolidated cargo out of the containers for sorting and delivery to consignees. When 

receiving ordelivering small-lot consolidated cargo at a CFS, the shipping company imposes 

a CFS charge, separate from the freight rate, to cover various costs incurred in handling cargo 

at the CFS. 

FCL/LCL  

These are the abbreviations for full container load and less than container load. FCL cargo is 

large enough to completely fill a container's volume, while LCL cargo is usually smaller-lot 

cargo not sufficient enough to load a full container. Normally, FCL export cargoes are 

brought to a carrier's container yard (CY) after being put in a container at the shipper's 

factory or warehouse. At the destination port, FCL cargoes remain in the container when 
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being handed over to a consignee at a CY. On the other hand, LCL cargoes are brought to a 

carrier's container freight station (CFS) where they are consolidated by the carrier together 

with other LCL cargoes bound for the same destination. At the port of landing, the cargoes 

are removed from the container by the carrier at a CFS, sorted out and then handed over to 

each consignee. The Containerized cargo moves from inland point to inland point via a multi-

modal network linking vessels, port terminals, trucks and trains. At the heart of this service 

network is the planning, tracking and delivery of cargo and state-of-the-art information 

systems needed to provide certainty and reliability to shippers. 

 
 

 

PREPARING AND LOADING CONTAINERS 

The aim of ship’s officers and crewmembers on board should be to prevent damage or 

deterioration whilst the cargo is under their care and to deliver it, as far as possible, in as 

good condition and order as it was when received aboard. If unacquainted with a certain type 

of cargo you should ascertain as to its nature and any necessary precautions. Therefore, the 

Master and officers of all vessels require a good working knowledge of the various kinds of 

cargo they are likely to carry: their peculiar characteristics, liability to damage, decay, or 

deterioration, their measurement, and the usual methods of packing, loading and discharging, 

stowage, dunnaging, etc., as the Master is responsible for the safe loading of his vessel and 

the proper stowage of the cargo. The actual handling of the cargo in loading and discharging 

is done by stevedores, who are experienced men appointed for this purpose when a vessel 

arrives at a port. This does not release the Master from the responsibility for the safety of the 

ship and cargo, and he must supervise the work of the stevedores for general safety. 

Therefore, during stowage the first consideration must be given to safety, i.e. the cargo must 

be stowed so that the ship will be stable and seaworthy, and it must be secured in such a 

manner that it cannot shift if the vessel encounters bad weather. 

Types of Cargo 

GENERAL CARGO 

Before containerisation, apart from bulk, most cargoes were handled as general cargoes. Even 

vehicles were handled as general cargo before the advent of vehicle carriers and ro-ro vessels. 
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Most ships had their own handling facilities in the form of derricks. Now the majority of 

cargo is shipped in containers. Thus there in no need for ships to have their own cargo 

handling gear and they rely entirely on shore facilities. Much of the general cargo carried 

now is of a type that cannot be readily packed into containers. General cargo is loaded from 

the dock by traditional dockside cranes except where the weight precludes this. To speed up 

loading, much of the cargo is unitised. The process of unitising consists of strapping together 

individual items of cargo to form a single unit. Ships designed to carry heavy cargoes usually 

have their own cargo handling gear in the form of heavy duty derricks or cranes. Most cargo 

vessels used to have ‘tween decks (in between decks) in the holds but not many cargo ships 

are fitted with these now 

REFRIGERATED CARGO  

Apples, pears, kiwis, grapes and stonefruit (peaches, cherries etc.) are traditionally the main 

products that dominate this segment of reefer transportation. As many of us know from our 

own gardens, deciduous fruits are highly seasonal. This makes the deciduous trade very 

different from the banana trade, which is a 12-month business. Optimum transit temperatures 

for deciduous fruit vary greatly per type and variety, but mostly range between –1 and +4°C. 

The ability of the fruit to resist pressure is indicative of its ripeness and can be measured with 

a penetrometer. 

Inflatable dunnage bags  for use in securing sensitive cargo where traditional timber dunnage 

is inappropriate, for example with pulp cargoes where contamination by wood splinters is 

unacceptable. Vacuum clamps were primarily designed to lift newsprint, but are now also 

used with other types of reeled paper. A frame carrying suction pads is lowered onto the 

reels, and vacuum is applied. This allows the reels to be lifted without damage being inflicted 

LIQUID BULK CARGO – Oil Tankers 

Many tankers now load from oilfields at sea. To do this they moor up (usually by the bow) to 

a gantry, buoy or turret . Tankers on the North Sea run (often called shuttle tankers) have 

been specially designed to load at the bow from a single point mooring at sea. Volatile 

organic compounds (VOCs) are emitted when loading and have to be removed, this being 

done with equipment on deck. It is estimated that 4 to 7 million of tons of cargo is lost due to 

VOC emission yearly versus 25,000 tons due to spillage. Economically as well 

environmentally it is unacceptable. Emissions produced by venting during loading and transit 

are in the range of 0.1 to 0.3 percent, depending on tanker design and cargo characteristics. 

Losses can reach two percent or more when the cargo has not been stripped of its most 

volatile components before loading aboard the tanker. Double hull tankers may produce 

higher VOC emission than single hull tankers, because of the insulation  of the hot oil from 

the surrounding cooler temperatures. VOCs are condensed in a process plant and stored in 

separate tanks on the ship's deck. 

Single point mooring and loading 

Liquid cargo is nowadays usually transferred using an articulated arm loading/discharge 

systems, and groups of arms are often found on a shore refineries or on offshore loading 

facilities. It connects to the tanker’s manifold usually located near the centre of the ship. As 

well as used for loading petroleum products, these loading arms  are also used to load a wide 

range of chemicals. Some arms are designed to handle chemicals and gases at cryogenic 

temperatures such as liquefied natural gas, ethylene, refrigerated anhydrous ammonia and 
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refrigerated LPG and LNG. The first marine loading arm came into operation in 1956, and 

before that hoses were manually connected using derricks and cranes. 

 

LOADING & UNLOADING CONTAINERS 

The preferred method of loading container vessels is with a rail mounted gantry crane. The 

main arm or derrick boom can be raised when the vessel departs so as to clear the mast and 

superstructure. 

Cell guides  on the sides of the hold ensure that the containers stack properly. Containers are 

secured by cross bracing, with turnbuckles and lashing bars , and anchored to slots  or fitting  

and eye-pads  on the deck: Improper stowage (containers stowed six-high) or improper use of 

cargo handling equipment can cause heavy damage or collapse of container stack due 

deformation of bottom container. 

The majority of reefer cargo  is now transported by containers. Containers with their own 

integral cooling system can be plugged into the ships electricity supply (connection power 

points) 

 

 
CONTAINER LASHING  

Containers are locked together using twistlocks. They come in many variations but their 

purpose is to lock the container stack together at the corner posts. With further development 

in the industry during the 1970s and 80s, the size of containerships continued to grow, with 9-

high stowage in holds and 4-high stowage on deck becoming commonplace and the industry 

began to wake up to the fact that standards in lashing were required. Ships were, at this stage, 

still supplied with loading computers that continued to calculate a ship's stability, shear 

forces, bending and, occasionally, torsion moments. Very few had the capability to calculate 

dynamic loads on container frames and lashing systems caused by ship motions and wind 

forces. And so the lashings were still applied throughout the stow in accordance with the 

manufacturer's manual. Cargo used to be lost overboard even though a properly designed 

securing system was in place and the cargo was correctly stowed. It became apparent that 

there was a great deal of ignorance concerning the combined static and dynamic loads acting 

on a securing system when adverse weather was causing severe ship motions, particularly 

rolling. Today, large container ships are being built - known as the 'post-panamax' class (too 

large to transit the Panama Canal) - capable of carrying up to 8,500 TEUs (the most recent 

ones even up to 12,000), and small container ships down to coaster/feeder vessels of a few 

hundred TEUs. But in general terms, by a process of evolution, the lashing systems in use on 
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both types of vessels are very similar. Both have adopted the twistlock and lashing 

bar/turnbuckle system 

Container position numbering  

To enable the position of a container on a ship to be specified, a standard numbering system 

is used. Container slot positions aboard ship are expressed by three co-ordinates indicating : 

Bay ----- Row ----- Tier  

Bays are numbered lengthwise from bow to stern with odd numbers for 20' containers and 

even numbers for 40' containers. The even number between two 20' containers is used to 

define 40' bays.  

Rows are numbered from centreline to portside with even numbers and from centreline to 

starboard with odd numbers. The container row stowed on the centreline is marked 00.  

Tiers In underdeck stows, containers are numbered vertically downwards with even numbers 

from top to bottom.  

The bottom row will be 02, except where as a result of the hull contour, the bottom of an 

adjacent row is at a higher level. In case of two half heights the bottom ones are to be 

numbered by an odd number. On deck stowage is indicated by code key 8 followed by an 

even number sequence. 

 

Identification system 

The current standard which deals with the coding, identification and marking of containers 

is DIN EN ISO 6346, dated January 1996. Among other things, this standard specifies that 

the previous standards with similar content have equal validity, since a number of older 

versions of containers with different markings naturally remain in service alongside the 

brand new ones. This Section will provide only certain essential explanations with regard to 

the systems used - for more detailed information, the reader should refer to the 

corresponding standards and more extensive specialist literature.  

  

The foreword to the standard states, among other things, that it includes not only the 

statutory units but also corresponding sizes stated in Anglo-American units. Under the 

German Units of Measurement Act, 22nd February 1985, the use of such units nationally 

and commercially in Germany is proscribed. Such units may only be quoted to aid business 

relationships with countries which still use these units. 
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Marking on the door  

of a container 

 

  

A distinction is drawn between compulsory and optional marking. Compulsory ISO 

marking must be used on all containers, while optional marking does not have to be: they 

are included in the standard to improve understanding and to promote uniform application 

of marking. However, if a particular style of representation is specified for an optional 

mark, it must be complied with. The terms "compulsory" and "optional" used in the 

standard do not apply to the requirements of any legislative bodies, however. 

  

The following is a basic version of horizontal container marking. 

  

 

Container identification  

marking 

 

  

This Figure shows a version of vertical 

container marking. 

 

Marking on the front  

end of a container 
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The container identification system specified in DIN EN ISO 6346 consists solely of the 

elements shown, which can only be used together: 

• owner code, consisting of three capital letters 

  

• product group code, consisting of one of capital letters U, J or Z 

  

• six-digit registration number 

  

• check digit 

The owner code must be unique and registered with the International Container Bureau 

(BIC - Bureau International des Containers - 14, Rue Jean Rey, 75015 Paris), either directly 

or through a national registration organization. The German BIC representative is the 

Studiengesellschaft für den kombinierten Verkehr e.V., Westhafenstraße 1, 13353 Berlin 

(tel. +49 30 206 13 76 0). The SGKV can provide information and handle applications for 

registration of an owner code. In the Figures shown, the owner code consists respectively of 

the letter combinations SUD and TEX. 

  

The product group code consists of one of the following three capital letters: 

U - for all freight containers 

J - for detachable freight container-related equipment 

Z - for trailers and chassis 

The term owner code may also apply to the combination of owner code and product group 

code, which is also known as an alpha prefix.  

  

 

 

Alpha prefix absent 

 

  

If the owner code is absent, the container cannot be identified.  

  

The registration or serial number consists of six digits. In the examples shown, these 

numbers are 307007 and 452149. If the container number consists of fewer than six digits, 
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it is preceded by enough zeros to make a six-digit number sequence. 

  

The check digit, 9 and 6 respectively in the two examples shown, is always a single-digit 

number. It is usually in a box, to make it stand out from the registration number. 

  

The check digit can be used to validate whether the owner code, product group code and 

registration number have been accurately transmitted. No freight information system (FIS), 

transport information system (TIS) or similar data processing system will accept a container 

number, if the result of the automatic checking procedure does not show agreement with the 

check digit. The procedure is deliberately designed to ensure that a number of transmission 

errors cannot cancel one another out, resulting in the acceptance of incorrect data. The 

checking procedure is as follows: 

  

An equivalent numerical value is assigned to each letter of the alphabet, beginning with 10 

for the letter A (11 and multiples thereof are omitted): 

  

 

 

  

The individual digits of the registration number keep their everyday value, i.e. 1 = 1, 2 = 2 

etc. 

  

The following numerical values are accordingly obtained for the two examples with the 

alpha prefixes "SUDU" and "TEXU": 

  

 

 

  

Each of these numbers is multiplied computationally, as a function of its position, by 

numerical values of 20 to 29: the first number by 1, the second by 2, the third by 3 and the 

10th by 512. 

  

 

 

The following calculations are performed for the two examples: 
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If the check digits 9 and 6 respectively are correctly input in each case during data entry, 

the system accepts the data.  

  

If someone makes a mistake when transmitting a container number and inputs the 

alphanumeric sequence TEXU 452149 into a corresponding system instead of TEXU 

452159, the program would perform the following calculation: 

  

 

 

  

Since the correct check digit for this container is 6, the system would indicate an error. 
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  Disadvantage of check digit    

 

  

The check digit 0 may occur twice, since it arises where the final difference is 0 and where 

it is 10. To ensure that this does not happen, the standard recommends that registration 

numbers should not be used which produce a final difference of 10. This is the case, 

however, with the registration number shown. 

  

 

 

  

  

  Correct identification using check digit    

 

  

 

 

 

CONTAINER LOADING AND STOWAGE  

The securing and lashing of 

containers on ship's decks is a 

difficult operation in terms of the 

work environment. There are great 

problems during loading and 

discharge of containers. The 

stevedores who carry out this 

work, known as riggers, have to 

work on container stacks  which 

often are 13 metres high or more 

above the ship's deck. Safety 

arrangements are in some ports 

poor and the work frequently has 

to be performed in the dark, under 
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windy and rainy or sometimes icy conditions. The difficulties are to a large extent due to the 

lashing equipment. 

 

 The immense diversity of the devices used gives rise to great problems. Securing of 

containers is the responsibility of the ship's master, which can mean that there are large 

differences in the manner in which the operation is effected between individual vessels and 

shipping companies. In the early years of containerisation, existing general cargo vessels 

were converted with the removal of tween decks and the addition of cell guides into the cargo 

holds. On deck, the hatch covers were strengthened and fittings added for lashings. However, 

the containers on deck were seldom stowed above one high and so were secured to the vessel 

by 'traditional' cargo ship methods. Often seen still trading today, are a few of the 'first 

generation' vessels built during the late sixties and early seventies. These ships were the first 

to be designed and built as pure container carriers. The holds and hatch covers were as wide 

as possible, and container posts were fitted on deck to facilitate loading of deck-stowed 

containers out to the ship's side. 

 

TYPES OF CONTAINERS 

 

Container units form the most integral part of the entire shipping industry, trade, and 

transport. These shipping containers are the structures that store various kinds of products 

that need to be shipped from one part of the world to another. Moving containers protect 

contents on the long journeys they make and ensure they make it back to you in one piece. 

As such, depending on the type of products to be shipped or the special services needed from 

them, container units may vary in dimension, structure, materials, construction etc. various 

types of shipping containers are being used today to meet requirements of all kinds of cargo 

shipping. Some of the most common types of shipping containers in use today are mentioned 

below. 

1.  Dry storage container: The most commonly used shipping containers; they come in 

various dimensions standardized by ISO. They are used for shipping of dry materials and 

come in size of 20ft, 40 ft and 10ft. 

2. Flat rack container: With collapsible sides, these are like simple storage shipping 

containers where the sides can be folded so as to make a flat rack for shipping of wide variety 

of goods. 

3. Open top container: With a convertible top that can be completely removed to make an 

open top so that materials of any height can be shipped easily. 

4. Tunnel container: Container storage units provided with doors on both ends of the 

container, they are extremely helpful in quick loading and unloading of materials. 

5. Open side storage container: These storage units are provided with doors that can change 

into completely open sides providing a much wider room for loading of materials. 

6. Double doors container: They are kind of storage units that are provided with double 

doors, making a wider room for loading and unloading of materials. Construction materials 

include steel, iron etc in standardized sizes of 20ft and 40ft. 
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7. Refrigerated ISO containers: These are temperature regulated shipping containers that 

always have a carefully controlled low temperature. They are exclusively used for shipment 

of perishable substances like fruits and vegetables over long distances. 

8. Insulated or thermal containers: These are the shipping storage containers that come 

with a regulated temperature control allowing them to maintain a higher temperature. 

The choice of material is so done to allow them long life without being damaged by constant 

exposure to high temperature. They are most suitable for long distance transportation of 

products. 

9. Tanks: Container storage units used mostly for transportation of liquid materials, they are 

used by a huge proportion of entire shipping industry. They are mostly made of strong steel 

or other anti corrosive materials providing them with long life and protection to the materials. 

10.  Cargo storage roll container: A foldable container, this is one of the specialized 

container units made for purpose of transporting sets or stacks of materials. They are made of 

thick and strong wire mesh along with rollers that allows their easy movement. Availability 

in a range of colored wire meshes make these shipping container units a little more cheerful. 

11. Half height containers: Another kind of shipping containers includes half height 

containers. Made mostly of steel, these containers are half the height of full sized containers. 

Used especially for good like coal, stones etc which need easy loading and unloading. 

12.  Car carriers: Car carriers are container storage units made especially for shipment of 

cars over long distances. They come with collapsible sides that help a car fit snugly inside the 

containers without the risk of being damaged or moving from the spot. 

13. Intermediate bulk shift containers: These are specialized storage shipping containers 

made solely for the purpose of intermediate shipping of goods. They are designed to handle 

large amounts of materials and made for purpose of shipping materials to a destination where 

they can be further packed and sent off to final spot. 

14. Drums: As the name suggests, circular shipping containers, made from a choice of 

materials like steel, light weight metals, fiber, hard plastic etc. they are most suitable for bulk 

transport of liquid materials. They are smaller in size but due to their shape, may need extra 

space. 

15.  Special purpose containers: Not the ordinary containers, these are the container units, 

custom made for specialized purposes. Mostly, they are used for high profile services like 

shipment of weapons and arson. As such, their construction and material composition 

depends on the special purpose they need to cater to. But in most cases, security remains the 

top priority. 

6.  Swap bodies: They are a special kind of containers used mostly in Europe. Not made 

according to the ISO standards, they are not standardized shipping container units but 

extremely useful all the same. They are provided with a strong bottom and a convertible top 

making them suitable for shipping of many types of products. 
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Unit- 5: Documentation: Bill of Lading-MBL-HBL-CY-CFS-Sea way bill-multimodal 

transport document (MTD) – Invoicing – Release of cargo - Consortium 

Shipping Documents 

As with most aspects of international trade, using ocean shipping to transport goods involves 

the completion of specific documents. The list below shows the key documents, but is not 

comprehensive. One is need of an Export Cargo Shipping Instruction (ECSI). This is the 

document by which one provides the shipping company with details of goods and set out 

instructions for the shipment. It follows up on the initial booking, when space will have been 

confirmed on particular sailings. The process is often concluded by telephone. 

➢ If the goods are hazardous, a Dangerous Goods Note (DGN). This document details the 

nature of any dangerous goods in a consignment and the hazards presented by them. 

➢ If the goods are non-hazardous, a Standard Shipping Note. This gives the port of 

loading the information it needs to handle your goods correctly. It’s also used by the shipping 

company to check the actual information about the goods once they have been loaded into the 

container with the predicted information supplied beforehand. 

Shipping Bill 

A negotiable document whereby the master of a ship or his agent (the shipper) acknowledges 

receipt of a consignment of goods and undertakes to deliver them as stated on the terms of the 

bill. The following are the different types of shipping bills 

➢ Duty free shipping bill – This type of shipping bill is printed on white paper and used 

for the goods for which neither duty nor cess is applicable. It is also used for the goods 

manufactured out of material imported under the duty free import. 

➢ Drawback Shipping Bill – This type of shipping bill is to be used for the export of 

goods on which Duty Drawback is available or to be made available for fixation. It is to be 

printed on green paper. 

➢ Shipping Bill for Shipment of Excise Bond- This type of shipping bill is used when 

goods are imported for re-export and kept in bond. This is to be printed on blue paper. 

➢ Coastal Shipping Bill – Export Coastal shipping Bill – This is used for shipment of 

goods from one port to another by sea within India. 

Bill of Lading 

The bill of lading is probably the single most important transportation document. It originates 

the shipment, provides all the information the carrier needs to accomplish the move, 

stipulates the transportation contract terms, acts as a receipt for the goods the shipper tenders 

to the carrier, and in some cases it shows certificate of title of the goods. A bill of lading is 

issued by the carrier, this serves three purposes - it shows that the carrier has received the 

goods, provides evidence of a contract of carriage, and serves as a document of title to the 

goods. The information on the bill specifies the name and address of the consignor and 

consignee, as well as routing instructions for the carrier. The bill also describes the 

commodities in the shipment, the number of items in each commodity description, and the 

commodity’s class or rate. Many shippers provide their own bills of lading, which show the 

shipper’s preprinted name and describe the commodities the company most commonly ships. 

In some cases electronic bills of lading are being used in situations where the carrier and 
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shipper have a strategic alliance established. There are three types of bill of lading is used 

carriage of goods 

Straight Bill of Lading 

It is a nonnegotiable instrument which means that endorsement of the straight bill cannot 

transfer title to the goods the straight bill names. For firms using the straight bill of lading, 

the terms of sale upon which the buyer and seller agreed, the buyer and seller generally 

dictates where title to the goods passes. The carrier does not require presentation of the 

straight bill’s original copy to effect delivery, the carrier must simply deliver the goods to the 

person or firm the straight bill of lading names as consignee. 

Order Bill of Lading 

It is a negotiable instrument showing certificate title to the goods it names. Using the order 

bill of lading enables the consignor to retain security interest in the goods. That is, the 

consignee must pay the good’s invoice value to obtain the original copy of the order bill of 

lading that must be presented to the carrier for delivery. 

Bill of Lading Contract Terms 

The bill of lading contains the terms of contract for movement by common carrier. The 

contract is between the shipper and the common carrier for the movement of the freight that 

the bill of lading identifies to the consignee that the bill identifies. The bill of lading contract 

contains nine sections. Section 1 delineating the extent of the carrier’s liability, is a primary 

contract terms discussed as follows 

1. Common carrier liability the carrier is held liable for all loss, damage or delay to 

the goods except for the following 

The act of God Loss resulting from any unavoidable natural catastrophe. If the carrier had 

sufficient opportunity to avoid the catastrophe, the carrier is liable and cannot use this 

exception. 

Act of public enemy Loss resulting from armed aggression against the United States 

Act of shipper Loss resulting from shipper’s improper loading, packaging or concealment of 

goods being shipped. 

Act of public authority loss resulting from public agencies taking or destroying goods by 

due process of law 

Inherent nature of goods the normal or expected loss of the products (eg. Evaporation) 

2. Reasonable dispatch the shipper holds the carrier liable for the actual loss or damage that 

results from an unreasonable delay in transit. No specific rule exists for determining 

reasonable time. The shipper examines the shipments specifies to see if the delay was 

unreasonable under given circumstances. 

3. Cooperage and baling the owner pays such costs. The carrier may compress cotton or 

cotton linters and may commingle bulk grain shipments distained to a public elevator with 

other grain. 

4. Freight not accepted the carrier may store at the owner’s cost any property the consignee 

does not remove within the free time. After notifying the consignor, the carrier may sell at 

public auction property the consignee refuses. 

5. Article of extraordinary value the carrier is not obligated to carry documents or articles 

of extraordinary value unless the classification or tariff specifically rates such items. This is 

one area where a common carrier can refuse to provide service. 
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6. Explosives the shipper shall give the carrier full written disclosure when shipping 

dangerous articles. If there is no disclosure, the shipper is held liable for any damage such 

good cause. 

7. No recourse the carrier has no legal recourse back to the shipper for additional charges 

after making delivery. If the shipper signs the no recourse clause and the carrier delivers the 

shipment, the carrier has recourse only to the consignee for additional freight charges for the 

shipment. 

8. Substitute bill of lading when a bill of lading is an exchange or substitute for another, the 

subsequent bill of lading shall encompass the prior bill’s statements regarding shipment 

value, election of common law liability, and consignor’s signature. 

9. Water carriage if water transportation is involved, the water carrier is liable for 

negligence in loading, and is responsible for making vessel seaworthy and for outfitting and 

manning the vessel. 

10. Alterations the carrier’s agent must note any changes, additions, or erasures to make 

such alterations enforceable 

Electronic Bills of Lading 

Efficiency of transportation has become linked to electronic adaptability of bills of lading. 

Modern bills of lading regimes define and permit electronic bills of lading. The objective is to 

expedite documentation so that it does not delay transportation. The special legal significance 

of signatures makes it important that electronic signatures be acceptable legally. The concern 

is that the electronic signature be authentic. This could be solved through adoption of 

statutory language that signature “means a handwritten signature, its facsimile or an 

equivalent authentication effected by any other means.”50 The bill of lading should be 

adaptable to electronic processing. The main concern is that an electronic recording of the 

information in the bill of lading be readily and permanently available for all purposes, both 

during the transportation and afterwards, in case of claims caused by loss, damage or delay. 

Therefore, adoption of statutory language that the receipt or bill of lading “may be issued in 

any form that generates a permanent record,” would be satisfactory. Furthermore, electronic 

data interchange (EDI), a computer-to-computer communication system based on 

prearranged and agreed terms of reference, should be acceptable. Notices (for example, 

carriers’ notices to shippers, or shippers’ notices to carriers of claims) and requests (for 

example, shippers’ requests for information) should likewise be usable to other parties to the 

transaction in any form that generates a permanent record, so that the parties respond to the 

notices and requests during the transportation, and permanent records are available afterwards 

in case of claims. Computer storage could be designed to satisfy the requirement for 

establishing a permanent record. 

Master bill of lading(HBL) & house bill of lading(MBL) 

HBL 

  

A bill of lading issued by a freight forwarder or NVOCC (Non vessel operating companies) is 

called HBL House Bill of Lading. Once after receiving cargo from shipper after necessary 

customs formalities, the freight forwarder releases House Bill of Lading HBL to the shipper. 

House Bill of Lading also is a negotiable document and accepted similar to any Bill of 

Lading. Normally HBL House Bill of Lading is issued as per the terms and conditions of 

Multi model Transport Document Act. The shipper in House Bill of Lading is the exporter or 
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shipper who delivers goods to freight forwarder and the importer or consignee, the party to 

whom the cargo has to be delivered by the said freight forwarder. 

In the HBL 

• the Shipper will usually be the actual shipper/exporter of the cargo (or as dictated by 

the L/C) 

• the Consignee will usually be the actual receiver/importer of the cargo (or as dictated by 

the L/C) 

• the Notify could be the same as Consignee (or any other party as dictated by the L/C) 

 
MBL 

  

The freight forwarder after receiving goods from shipper, re-book the same cargo to main 

carriers who are vessel owners. The main carriers, once cargo received, issues Bill of Lading 

to whom the cargo booked with him. This is called MBL Master Bill of Lading. In a master 

bill of lading, the shipper will be the freight forwarder who delivers the cargo to main carrier 

and the consignee, the overseas counterpart party of the freight forwarder who receives the 

goods from final shipper. 

  

Once after arriving the goods at destination, the importer approaches overseas counterpart of 

freight forwarder for cargo and the freight forwarder issues’ delivery order’ to the importer 

after receiving necessary destination charges. The said freight forwarder approaches the main 

carrier to release the cargo after paying necessary charges to main carrier if any. 

  

MBL is Master Bill of Lading issued by main carrier of goods on receipt of goods from a 

freight forwarder to deliver at destination as per agreed terms. HBL means House Bill of 

Lading issued by a freight forwarder on receipt of goods from shipper agreeing to deliver 

goods at destination. 

  

In the MBL 

• the Shipper will usually be the NVOCC operator, or their agent or the Freight Forwarder.. 

• the Consignee will usually be the destination agent or counterpart or office of the NVOCC 

operator, or the Freight Forwarder 

• the Notify could be the same as Consignee or any other party.. 

 

Let us go deeply in to the above statements with a simple example. A, a freight forwarder 

acts as a carrier legally accepts cargo from an exporter X agreeing to deliver cargo to Y at 

New York. A issues bill of lading to X on receipt of goods after necessary export customs 

formalities. A after receiving goods from X transfers goods to C who is a main carrier of 

goods. While transferring goods to C, A obtains a bill of lading from main carrier C agreeing 

to deliver cargo at New York. Here, the bill of lading issued by A to X is called house bill of 

lading and the bill of lading issued by C to A is called Master Bill of Lading. 
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How the goods are delivered in HBL and MBL transactions. Let us know the 

procedures under HBL and MBL. 

 A has their office counterpart at New York called B. C also has their counterpart in New 

York called D.  Once after arrival of goods at New York, D who represents on behalf of C 

delivers cargo to B who represents on behalf of A. B delivers goods to Y who is the 

consignee of X.    

 

  

What is documentation procedures in HBL and MBL. 

 

How HBL and MBL works. How shipper and consignee are mentioned in HBL and MBL. 

Let us take the same example. When receiving goods from exporter X, A as freight forwarder 

release House Bill of Lading to X in his specified format. Here, the shipper is X and 

consignee is Y in the said House bill of Lading. The HBL number and other related reference 

number is given by the freight forwarder on the House Bill of Lading. All other information 

in Bill of lading are mentioned based on the legal export shipping documents completed by 

exporter for customs clearance procedures. Once the cargo transferred to C as main carrier of 

goods, A obtains Master Bill of Lading from C. Here, in Master bill of lading, Shipper 

becomes A and consignee becomes B who is the overseas counterpart of A who situates at 

port of destination at New York. 

 

How goods are transferred to final consignee at destination in MBL and HBL transactions. 

What is the procedures at destination port under HBL and MBL procedures. 

 

Once after arrival of goods at destination, B approaches D with the original bill of lading 

received from A issued by C to take delivery of cargo. D issues delivery order after collecting 

necessary destination delivery charges if any. If Original Bill of Lading was surrendered at 

origin port, D confirms on such OBL surrender message and issues D.O to B. B in turn, 

issues delivery order to Y after receiving original bill of lading issued by A with necessary 

destination delivery order charges if any. If original House bill of lading was surrendered at 

load port, he confirms on such surrender of OBL and issues D.O.   

CY 

CY stands for Container Yard.. Container Yard is a place within a port or terminal where 

containers are stored before it is loaded on the ship in the case of exports or offloaded from 

the ship in the case of imports.. 

In some cases in the body of a bill of lading you might have seen a notation CY/CY or in 

the Port of Loading or Port of Discharge fields in the bill  of lading, you might have seen this 

added after the name of the port, like so (Durban CY). 

This means that the responsibility of the carrier either begins (in the case of Port of Load) or 

ends (in the case of Port of Discharge) at the Container Yard.. 

In some ports, as part of the export process, the container maybe received at a point other 

than the Container Yard and there might be an additional movement involved (with or 

without cost) to move it to the Container Yard. 

Similarly as part of the import process, the container might have to be moved from the 

Container Yard to a different yard or staging area (with or without cost) before it is loaded on 

the importers truck.. 

https://shippingandfreightresource.com/parts-of-a-bill-of-lading-part-2/
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In such cases, if the notation of CY/CY is present on the bill of lading, the shipper/consignee 

will be responsible for any movement, costs or risks before the container is delivered to the 

carrier at the CY or picked up from the CY. 

Container Freight Station (CFS) 

A Container Freight Station (CFS) is a facility located near to a port, ocean or an airport. 

Consolidation and de-consolidation of freight shipments are carried out at the CFS. At the 

loading port, CFS implies to a location designated by the carriers for obtaining cargo which 

has to be loaded into the containers by the carrier. Similarly, at the destination or unloading 

port, CFS implies to location designated by the carriers of the cargo for unloading of the 

containerized cargo. 

At the Loading Port: If an individual or an organization purchases goods less than the worth 

of container’s worth of goods, then this shipment will be taken to a warehouse for 

consolidation in the country of origin. Here, the shipment will be loaded into the container 

with goods from other people meant for the same destination. This consolidated container is 

then loaded onto the ship for delivering it to the destination country. 

At the Destination Port: The container in the destination country will be taken to another 

warehouse, where its deconsolidation will take place. Here, our concerned shipment will be 

separated from the other shipments. These shipments will be stored in the warehouse until the 

concerned people or organization collect these from these locations. 

 

The collection of the shipments from these warehouses requires two types of documents: 

• A delivery order, which instructs the warehouse to release the shipments 

• Customs Clearance, which shows that a person has been given approval by the Customs, for 

the goods to be released to him. 

 

Sea Waybill 

This fulfils the same practical functions as the bill of lading, but does not confer title to the 

goods and is therefore quicker and easier to use. It’s often used where there’s a well-

established trading relationship between buyer and seller or in transactions where ownership 

doesn’t change hands between divisions of a single company.  

Commercial Invoice 

All commercial invoices must be on the letterhead of the exporting company. The invoice 

should contain names and addresses of consignor and consignee, accurate description of 

goods and components (trademarks, name of the vessel or airlines) and the date of sailing, 

port of loading and port of discharge, net and gross weight, quantity, unit price and extended 

price of each type of goods, total value of the shipment, contents of each package and 

container, currency, number of L/C (if applicable) and freight and insurance. Take for 

example on May 18, 1996, the Saudi customs authorities have emphasized that commercial 

invoices issued by exporters should contain accurate description of goods being exported to 

the Kingdom, like 

A) For Equipment 

➢ Line, number, and size of exported item. 
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➢ Model number. 

➢ Trademarks. 

➢ Manufacturer’s complete name. 

➢ Any other information helpful in identifying the exported equipment. 

B) For Other Exported Products 

➢ Complete material description including type, size, eight, and percentage of its 

components if possible. 

➢ Complete name(s) of manufacturer(s) or producer(s). 

➢ Trademarks. 

➢ Any other information pertaining to the type of the exported item to the Kingdom of 

Saudi Arabia. In addition, all commercial invoices should be certified by a responsible 

official of the exporting firm as follows 

“I certify this invoice to be true and correct and in accordance with our books, also that the 

goods referred to care of ...........origin.” 

Certificate of Origin 

This certificate must be issued by the manufacturer (or the exporting firm). In addition to the 

name of the vessel (airlines) and the date of sailing, name(s), nationality(ies), and full street 

address(es) of the manufacturer(s) of all items to be shipped to Saudi Arabia, and components 

thereof, must be declared. Furthermore, the origin of each item or component must be 

specified. A signed statement to the effect that the document is true and correct must be 

given. For example if the merchandise to be shipped to Saudi Arabia is not solely and 

exclusively originated in the U.S., then a notarized “appended declaration to certificate of 

origin” (available at any Saudi Consulate), must be attached to the certificate of origin. In 

addition, the certificate of origin must include name and address of the Saudi importer, 

description of the goods, and address of the shipping company. Insurance Certificate This 

certificate (issued by an insurance company in at least one original) must contain the 

following information actual amount of insurance, description and value of insured goods, 

name of vessel, port of loading and Saudi port of discharge, and name and address of 

beneficiary. Moreover, the appended declaration to insurance policy (form of which is 

available at any Saudi Arabian Consulate) should state that the insurance company has a duly 

qualified and appointed agent or representative in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, giving his 

name and full address. If the shipment is insured by an insurance company in Saudi Arabia, 

the exporter, on his letterhead, must state the name and address of said company. 

Packing List 

This includes names and addresses of consignor and consignee, description and value of the 

exported goods, net and total weight, number of packages and their contents, number of 

containers and contents, numbers of seals, and number of L/C (if applicable). 

Steamship (or Airlines Company) Certificate 

This certificate (which is an appended declaration to bill of lading or the airway bill) 

should be issued by the steamship (or airlines) company in at least one original. It must be 

notarized and contain the following information about the vessel (or plane), named in the 

Bill of Lading or the airline company certificate  

(1) Name of vessel (plane), and previous name (if applicable). 
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(2) Nationality of vessel (plane). 

(3) Owner of vessel (plane). 

(4) Name(s) of ports (airports) that Vessel (plane) will call on en route to the Kingdom 

of Saudi Arabia 

A- Port (airport) of loading ................... 

B- .......................................................... 

C- .......................................................... 

Port (airport) of discharge.................. 

Further, the steamship (airlines) company certificate should declare that said vessel (plane) 

shall not anchor or call on any other ports (airports) than those mentioned in it, and that all 

information provided in the certificate is true and correct. The standard form of the Appended 

Declaration to the Bill of Lading or airway bill is available at any Saudi Arabian Consulate. 

Mate’s Receipts 

Rarely seen in trade circles, and rightly so, for this is merely a receipt for goods shipped 

abroad. Not being a document of title, it should be exchanged for the set of bills of lading by 

the shipper at the offices of the shipping company. 

Cargo Insurance for Goods at Sea 

As with any commercial transactions, there are risks associated with trading internationally 

and it’s important to arrange appropriate insurance cover. You’re likely to see the phrase 

‘marine insurance’. This doesn’t only apply to ocean shipping - it also covers transport by 

road, rail and air. Shipping companies’ liability for the cargo they carry is set by various 

international conventions and does not always equate to the full value of the goods. The level 

of protection this offers varies from market to market, so you should check what the position 

is. 

Contracts of Sale and Insurance 

The main risks that arise in international trade are loss, damage and delay (including 

detention at customs). How these risks are shared between buyers and sellers should be 

covered in the contract of sale (not the contract of carriage), using Incoterms. Incoterms are a 

standard set of trading terms that indicate precisely when responsibility for costs and risks 

shifts from seller to buyer. This affects your insurance, because the more costs you’re 

responsible for, the greater the insurance cover you’ll need. For example 

➢ In an ex-works transaction, the seller is considered to have delivered the goods once 

they’ve been made available for collection at the factory or warehouse. From that point on, 

risk passes to the buyer, so the buyer should insure the journey from that point. 

➢ With a delivered-duty-paid (DDP) sale, the risk only passes to the buyer once the goods 

have arrived at their place of destination and have been cleared for import. In this case, the 

seller should insure the journey up to that point. There is no obligation under DDP for either 

buyer or seller to contract for insurance. Only two terms in Incoterms - CIF and CIP - require 

insurance to be contracted - in both cases it is the seller’s obligation. For all other Incoterms, 

it is recommended that buyer and seller agree who will be responsible for taking out 

insurance to cover the safe delivery of the consignment. 

Documents in Electronic Form 
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International documentation is very costly and time consuming. These days efforts are being 

made to reduce the reliance on paper documents and to move toward the use of electronic 

documents. This is true of the industrialized nations, but many of the developing countries of 

the world are not technically advanced and the paper documents will retain the mainstay in 

these countries. Electronic data interchange (EDI) and the Internet hold much promise in 

achieving the goal of less international documentation. Importers and exporters, as well as 

carriers and intermediaries, are beginning to exchange international documentation data via 

the Internet and EDI. For example the US Government as developed the Automated 

Brokerage System (ABS) to automate the import documentation process for customs house 

brokers. These days’ computer software programs are available to produce the international 

document required for a shipment to/ from a specific country. These programs can produce 

the document in the specified language and make as many copies as necessary. The 

completed documents can then be sent electronically to the importing country, carriers, 

intermediaries and financial institutions. 

 

Multimodal Transport Document and its implementation in India -  

  

The business environment is moving faster than ever before. Increased competition at home 

and abroad means quality as well as profitability must be preserved. We live in a constantly 

evolving world where harmonization is extremely important and the trade desperately 

requires an efficient and simple door to door liability system. This was one of the reasons 

why ICC and UNCTAD developed the new UNCTAD/ICC Rules for Multimodal Transport 

Documents. 

Increased containerization has resulted in Multimodal Transport of Goods under a single 

transport document covering all modes of transport from the exporters premises to the 

consignee's premises such Multimodal Transportation under a single document has a number 

of advantages like reduction in overall transport cost reduction in delays, smoother and 

quicker movement of and improvement in quality of services. In India there was no 

uniformity followed in respect of MULTIMODAL Transport of goods. Government felt that 

absence of uniformity in such practices, leads to ambiguity and imbalance of interests 

between the operators and the cargo owners. A working ground was accordingly, set up to 

examine the prevalent situation and to recommend a law which should clearly determine the 

responsibilities and liabilities of MULTIMODAL transport operators for loss or damage. The 

new law on MULTIMODAL transport was enacted by issue of an ordinance in October 1992 

and was later on replaced by the Multimodal Transportation of Goods Act 1993. 

WHAT IS THE MULTIMODAL TRANSPORT DOCUMENT:  

With the advent of containers, the ocean carriers started extending their services to Inland 

locations, as containers, are smoothly and easily handled from one mode of transport to 

another. One of the most important ingredients involved in such Multimodal Transport is the 

existence of a legal regime to govern the terms of the contract and specify the basis of 

liability and responsibilities of the Multimodal Transport Operator. Previously, a documents 

called Combined Transport Document (CTD) was being issued. However, although the 

format of the document broadly conformed to a specimen prescribed by the International 

Chamber of Commerce (ICC), the CTD has not been adopted by all operators uniformly. 
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Thus, there was an absence of uniformity of liability and other condition. In India the Foreign 

Exchange Dealers Association of India (FEDAI) has evolved its own rules laying down the 

responsibilities and liabilities of Combined Transport Operators from the inland container 

depots. However, these rules could not obtain wide acceptance mainly because the Combined 

Transport Document evolved by FEDAI did not confer negotiability and title to the goods 

and also because such documents were required to be exchanged for a regular on - board 

ocean bill of lading at the port unless the letter of credit specifically permitted the production 

of a combined transport Document in place of a regular Bill of Lading. Looking to the urgent 

need of Industry and keeping in view the provisions of the Multimodal Transportation of 

Goods Act 1993 which is substantially based on the rules framed by the ICC and also taking 

into account the provisions of the UN Convention of 1980 on Multimodal Transportation of 

Goods, the Director General of Shipping, with the approval of the Govt., has issued an Order 

on 17th March, 1994 prescribing a model for the Multimodal Transport Document (MTD). 

The document has been prepared for carrying out the provisions of the Act keeping in view 

the primary objective of the legislation that the carriers are thereto serve trade and not the 

other way around. The Multimodal Transport Document issued under the present law would 

be:i) a contract for the Transportation of Goods by Multimodal Transport.ii) a negotiable 

document unless it is marked non negotiable at the option of the consignor.iii) a document of 

title on the basis of which its holder can take delivery of the goods covered by it.The 

concerned parties who would have commercial interest who would be governed by the 

document once it is executed would be:i) The MTO who is the person responsible for the 

execution of the Multimodal Transport Contract.ii) The consignor who places the goods in 

question with the MTD for transporting the same and the consignee who is to take delivery at 

the destination.iii) The bankers who would provide the mechanism for documentary credit.iv) 

The insurers who insure the goods against loss or damage and the liability insurers who 

would cover the MTO's liability under contract. 

MTD AS AN INSTRUMENT TO ENFORCE THE PROVISIONS OF THE ACT. 

 

Once the Multimodal Transport Operator executes the Multimodal Transport Document, he 

immediately assumes the role of the owner of the goods, the Principal thereby authorizing the 

MTO to exercise the rights as that of the owner for claiming damages etc. and for other 

purposes, wherever necessary. The provisions of the Act shall have overriding effect over all 

other laws and any contract for MULTIMODAL Transport made in contravention of the 

provisions of the Multimodal Transport Act would be null and void.The issuance of the 

Multimodal Transport Document confers and imposes on all interested parties the rights, 

obligations and defences set out in the act. In issuing the MTD, the MULTIMODAL 

transport operator assumes responsibility for the execution of the contract as well as would be 

liable for the loss or damage to goods or delay in delivery as contained in the Multimodal 

Transportation of Goods Act 1993. 

CONTENTS OF THE MTD - GENERAL NATURE 

 

The document contains, inter-alia, particulars regarding general nature of goods, the name 

and principal place of business of MTD, the name of the consignor, the name of the 

consignee if specified by the consignor, the place and date of taking charge of the goods by 

the MTO, the place of delivery of the goods, the date or the period of delivery of the goods at 

the place of delivery, whether it is negotiable or non-negotiable, the place and date of its 
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issue, etc. In addition, the standard terms and conditions regarding basis of liability of the 

MTO for loss or damage, delay etc. have been incorporated in the document. Relevant 

particulars contained in the internationally accepted documents recognized by International 

Chamber of Commerce have been taken into consideration while prescribing the 

document.The MTOs can now issue on a uniform basis Multimodal Transport Document as a 

negotiable instrument as per the Multimodal Transportation of Goods Act, 1993 and the 

banks will have no difficulty in discounting the bills when such a document is presented. 

STANDARD CONDITIONS GOVERNING MULTIMODAL TRANSPORT 

 

There are 24 main paras with sub-paras laying down the standard conditions governing Multi 

Modal Transportation in accordance with the Multi Modal Transportation of Goods Act 

1993. Definitions of relevant terms are given in para 1 and are in accordance with the Act. 

Since this is a recent legislation required to be applied in connection with India's overseas 

trade and the consignees would be outside the country, it is necessary to give the definitions 

in these standard conditions so that all concerned parties in different countries are aware of 

the meaning of various terms as understood under the Act. The scope of applicability of the 

document is to be restricted in accordance with the preamble of the Act and has, therefore, 

been specified in the second condition. Similarly, the effect of issuance of the MTD should 

be well known to the parties affected by the document as this is an essential part of the 

Multimodal Transport contract and therefore, the same has been shown in the document. The 

negotiability and the title to the goods has been incorporated in the standard conditions in 

accordance with Section 8 of the Act. Reservations regarding inaccuracies, grounds of 

suspicion or the absence of reasonable means of checking have been mentioned in condition 

5 and are in line with Section 10 of the Act. The evidentiary effect of the Multimodal 

Transport Document is in accordance with Section 11 of the Act. Guarantee by the consignor 

as stipulated in Section 12 has been specified in Condition No.7. Conditions governing 

Dangerous Goods, as required in Section 21 of the Act, have also been incorporated in the 

standard conditions. Basis of liability and conditions of liability of the MTO for loss or 

damage when the stage of transport where the loss or damage occurred is not known/known 

have been covered in Condition Nos. 10, 11 & 12 and are in accordance with corresponding 

provisions in the Act. Similarly, the liability for delay, which is in keeping with Section 16 of 

the Act, has been stated in the standard conditions. The limits of liability are clearly spelt out 

in the said conditions. Section 20 of the Act lays down the conditions relating to notice of 

loss, damage or delay and these have been brought out in Condition No. 17. Further, 

provisions in respect of liens, limitation of action, jurisdiction, general average clauses, etc. 

have been clearly spell out in the document in accordance with corresponding provisions of 

the Act. Besides, specifying the applicable provisions of the Act the document also contains 

some of the conditions which are necessary to facilitate smooth transaction of Multimodal 

Transport. There is a residuary condition No. 25 relating to arbitration which permits 

concerned parties to incorporate suitable provisions by mutual agreement. 

STATUS OF THE MTD VIS-SIS PRESENTLY USED CTD 

  

The combined transport document, which is presently being used also for Multimodal 

Transportation, is essentially a document of contract for the carriage of goods for one mode 

of transport with the facility of inbuilt documentation for carriage of the same goods by 

another one or more modes of transport after the completion of the first mode. It may thus be 
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appreciated that the CTD used in overseas carriage of goods is basically a commercial 

document for inter-modal transportation and a legal document for uni-modal transportation 

for each particular mode of transport covered under the CTD. The CTD facilitates onward 

movement of cargo by one mode to another mode on the basis of the original document with 

suitable endorsements. However, it is not meeting the requirements of providing a legal 

regime of uniform liability on the basis of a single contract of carriage of goods by 

Multimodal Transportation. The CTD, therefore will not meet requirements of the 

MULTIMODAL Transportation of Goods Act 1993 or even for that matter the UN 

Convention on Multimodal Transportation, strictly. The Multimodal Transport Document 

Model prescribed by the Govt. of India will not only be a commercially acceptable and 

negotiable document but will also be the basis for a contract of carriage governed by uniform 

liability regime for Multimodal Transportation of Goods in International trade besides being a 

legally tenable and enforceable instrument. 

 

 

Important Questions: 

1. explain the importance of Airline logistics. State the advantages and disadvantages of 

logistics through air? 

2. What are the operations procedures in Air transport system? 

3. Explain the safety and security measures followed in air logistics? 

4. Explain the process of freight forwarding?s 

5. Explain the importance of exports and imports in logistics? 

6. Explain about air freight operations? 

7. Explain the process of custom clearance? 

8. Explain the advantages and disadvantages of sea transportation? 

9. Explain about shipping liners? 

10. Explain the process of container numbering and types of containers? 

11. Explain the process of shipping planning? 

12. Explain the process of loading containers? 

13. What are the various sources used in loading containers? 

14. Explain the documentation process of sea cargo? 

15. What is multi model transport document? 

Short answer questions 

1. Navigation system in air transportation 

2. Explain the importance of civil aviation 

3. Explain about sales leads 

4. Explain FCL and LCL 

5. Explain the role of container yards 

6. What is meant by container freight station 

7. What are the documents required for freight forwarding 

8. Explain the importance of invoice in sea cargo? 

9. Explain the factors need to be considered in selecting air cargo? 

10. Explain routing instructions? 

 


